Miss Clemson
Wanda Connelly, a junior
English major from Prosperity,
was crowned Miss Clemson
Monday in Tillman Auditorium. See stories on pages 3
and 19.

ATTENTION
Pre-registration for fall
classes will be next Monday
through Friday.
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University students face tuition increase
by Jim Hennessey
managing editor
and Doug Stanton
staff writer
University students will see an
increase in next year's tuition,
perhaps higher than last year's
14 percent increase, the University's Board of Trustees was told
last Friday in Greenville.
"We are having a hard time
meeting President [Max]
Lennon's directive that any tuition increase would have to be
less than last year's increase of
14 percent," said David Larson,
vice president for business and
finance.
"We are facing a real rough
[financial] challenge for the next
year," Larson said. "We may
also have to cut certain programs
just to meet the budget
shortfall."
The University has asked for
$65 million from the state, but it
appears that the school will get
about $9 million less than that,
Larson said.
Trustee James Waddell, who
also chairs the State Senate
Finance Committee, told the
Board that all state financing
will be tight because of the
legislature's intent not to raise
taxes dramatically.
"I don't see a bright future,"
Waddell said. "It is going to be a
tight year for all of the state. I
have pledged that we are not going to have a fat tax increase for
the taxpayers of South Carolina.
I stand behind that pledge.
"I'm not going to be part of a

back-door tax plan just to solve
our problems," Waddell said.
Larson said the school's budget
would be "austere" and would include cutbacks as well as tuition
increases.
Larson hopes to have a complete report ready for the Board
before April 15.
"The final report will contain
reductions, cost containment
measures and potential fee increases," Larson said.
Also during Friday's meeting,
the Board heard reports on
asbestos removal, the status of
two of the University's colleges,
new degree programs and a contract for the construction of a
new waste treatment facility for
the University.
Assistant Vice President for
Business and Finance Jack
Wilson informed the Board that
the University is waiting for
funding from the state in order to
begin the asbestos removal
program.
"We are doing the best we can
to begin the program using our
own resources," Wilson said.
"We have made plans to begin
the abatement program in.
Barnett Hall dormitory. It will
cost approximately $1 million to
do that one building.
"There is some discussion in
Columbia on whether or not dormitories are eligible for capital
improvement funding from the
state," he said.
Wilson estimates that asbestos
removal will cost the University
$38 million, but the total bill for
the abatement project will be $75

million. The final number includes costs for minor improvements to buildings involved and
construction of facilities to be
used in transition.
Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs David
Maxwell reported to the Board
that several University proposals for programs and centers
have been accepted by the Commission on Higher Education.
The programs and centers ap-

proved include a doctoral program in ceramic engineering, a
bachelor of science program in
building science and management, a University center for
computer education, the National Dropout Prevention
Center, a Mathematics Center for
Excellence, and a Textile and
Engineering Research Center.
Maxwell said that two degree
programs were still pending approval. The programs are a

master of science in applied
psychology and a master of
science in applied architecture.
Four degree programs are pending approval from the CHE. The
programs are in religion and
philosophy, fine arts, literature
and landscape architecture.
The Board awarded a $2,486
million contract to Thamer Con-

see Board, page 6

Budget cuts hamper faculty
by Bob Ellis
associate editor
State budget cuts have cost
the University valuable faculty
members and hampered its
faculty-recruiting efforts, said
David Larson, vice president
for business and finance.
State formula—funding
changes and new cost items
that will not be funded by the
state will leave the University
with an $8.2 million shortfall
for 1987-88, he said.
"You know that when the
budget for prisons is increasing faster than the budget tor
education you're going to end
up with more people in the
prisons than at the universities," said Charles Jennett, College of Engineering
dean.
Jennett said his college will
lose "a little more than six posi| tions this year." Despite the

faculty losses, the College of
Engineering is gaining more
students and more research
projects.
"This budget cutting is very
short-sighted on the part of the
state," he said. "We are in an
economic war with other countries and our sister states. We
can no longer compete with a
docile, uneducated public."
Robert Waller, College of
Liberal Arts dean, said his college will lose three tenure-track
positions and four instructors.
The college will also be unable
to replace a journalism professor, a political science professor
and a sociology professor.
"The result of the budget cut
is a literal brain drain on our
school," Waller said.
Waller and Ryan Amacher,
College of Commerce and Industry dean, presented thenconcerns with the budget cut effects to the Board of Trustees

last Friday.
_
Amacher said the budget cuts
affect his college in two ways.
The cuts increase the college's
"inability to acquire new equipment, and its inability to recruit
new faculty at a reasonable
market price." He said his college may lose as many as six or
eight positions this year.
"A good example of the effects of the budget cuts is our
problem with a new $250,000
grant from Hewlett-Packard,"
Amacher said. "They gave us
the money to build a computer
lab, but we need $38,000-a
very small amount—to hook up
the lab. We had hoped to have
the money by summer, but
we're having a very difficult
time coming up with it."
James Matthews, College of
Education dean, said the budget cuts affect his college a lit-

see Budget, page 6

Candidates continue vice presidential tug of war
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
Richard Nicholson defeated opponent Ed
Pennebaker in Monday's second vice presidential runoff election, but Pennebaker
filed an election protest Wednesday, according to Student Body President Grant
Burns.
Nicholson won the election with 52 percent of the votes cast, while Pennebaker
received 48 percent of the votes in the
election.
Nicholson, who successfully challenged
the first runoff election, said that he is
satisfied with Monday's results.
"I'm looking forward to serving,"
Nicholson said. "My first priority is
just to get in and to make the best appointments to the committees that I'm
going to be working with so that we can
get off to a good start."
Nicholson said that he protested the
first runoff election "because most of the
polls weren't open a large part of the day
and people... didn't have a fair chance to
vote."
Pennebaker has challenged the election
results of the recent runoff because of
alleged violations of the Student Handbook.
"It seems obvious that Richard

Nicholson has violated the campaign
rules in the Student Handbook,"
Pennebaker said.
The rule Pennebaker said Nicholson
broke is Section III D 2a under "Student
Government Elections" (page 65) of the
Student Handbook which states that
"each candidate shall be allowed to have
only four banners displayed at any one
time with the location approved by the
elections chairpersons."
"Both William Long [Elections Board
chairperson] and Douglas Johnson
[former student body vice president] have
each explained that, to the best of their
knowledge, Richard Nicholson did not
have a banner form filled out and approved by William Long," Pennebaker
said.
Both Long and Johnson were unavailable for comment.
Nicholson refused to comment on
whether or not the banner was approved
until the case is heard by the University
Supreme Court.
"I believe Nicholson has violated the
campaign rules within the Student Handbook and that there are grounds for his
disqualification," Pennebaker said.
According to Section III E 1 of the Student Handbook, "a candidate may be disqualified for not abiding by the rules

Richard Nicholson (left) was inaugurated Tuesday as the new student
body vice president, after winning the second vice presidential run-off election. Ed Pennebaker (right) filed a protest Wednesday charging Nicholson
with election violations.
governing campus-wide elections."
Pennebaker said that his charges
against Nicholson had no personal
foundations.
According to Peggy Boyd, University

attorney general, Nicholson will remain
the vice president unless the University
Supreme Court decides otherwise. The
court had not yet decided to hear the appeal as of Thursday, according to Boyd.
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Architects clean up Thurmond Institute design
by Mark Schoen
editor in chief
Contract uncertainties, an unfavorable
market and inflation are to blame for the
$2 million Strom Thurmond Institute
budget overrun, said David Larson, University vice president for business and
finance.
Donations totalling $5.5 million were
raised for the design and construction of
the Thurmond Institute, with $4 million
to go for construction costs and $1.5
million for architect and other fees. Contracting bids returned last fall indicated
that $6 million would be needed for the
building cost, bringing the total cost to
$7.5 million.
"Everyone—the architects and University people—was surprised that the project bids came in the way they did," Larson said.
"There was some confusion over what
specifications we required for concrete
work," Larson said. "Anytime you take
bids on something, if there is confusion.

over the specifications, the contractors
will bid high.
"Contract specifications will not be a
problem in the future. We will make sure
the language is clear so that contractors
know exactly what we're after."
Larson also blamed market conditions
for the budgeting error.
"Materials may have been scarce, or
contractors may have been unusually
busy when bids were taken," he said. "We
hope more favorable bids will come in
when the new design is bid on."
The 18-month period between the time
of the Thurmond Institute's initial design
and the time of the contracting bids contributed to the budget problems.
"Inflation during the delay added to the
cost," he said.
Larson said that exterior design
changes have been made to help bring the
project within budget.
"The basic thins is. over the last couple
of months, we've been working with the
architects on a new design," tie said.

"There were a lot of extra touches in the
other design. The new design has been
visually cleaned up.
"Many people think the new design
even looks better, because it has a cleaner
look."
The new design also changes the
grounds around the building to a more
natural landscape from the original brick
plaza design, Larson said.
"It will be very people oriented space,"
he said. "There will be walkways, a lot of
trees and grassy areas."
A central rotunda which was included
in the original design has been deleted
from the new plan. The rotunda was to
house U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond's office
and a commons area.
"The rotunda has a large volume of
space, but had little program function,"
Larson said. "Senator Thurmond's office
will be located in another area of the
building. The new office will have an exterior window, something which the other
office lacked."

The exterior design changes and the
deletion of the rotunda will cut expenses
by approximately $1 million, he said.
Other design changes are being considered to cut the budget shortfall by
another million dollars, but space for archives, offices and research will not be
reduced, Larson said.
"One major issue involves the question
of the auditorium" Larson said. "We are
examining a variety of alternatives. We
want to retain the auditorium."
Larson said that the auditorium's exterior may be built with money from the
current budget, with the interior being
completed with money from future contributions.
If the entire auditorium were deleted
from the project, it would lower the project cost by $1 million, Larson said.
"We could have cut the auditorium to
meet the budget," Larson said. "But it is
felt by the program people at the University, Senator Thurmond and the senator's
people that the auditorium is needed."

University fund expects to
top $7 million in contributions
by Foster Senn
staff writer

Perry Dillard/staff photographer

Donna Alvarado, director of ACTION receives
Professor for a Day honors, after giving a lecture on
volunteerism.

ACTION director lectures
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
Donna Alvarado, director of
ACTION, the federal volunteer
agency, lectured Monday encouraging the volunteer spirit.
Alvarado's lecture was sponsored by the Strom Thurmond
Institute and was part of a daylong program on volunteerism.
Alvarado, who was nominated
to her position by President
Reagan and was approved by the
Senate in 1985, earned ner master's and bachelor's degrees from
Ohio State University and pursued doctoral studies in LatinAmerican literature at the University of Oklahoma.
Ad director of ACTION,
Alvarado administers a number
of volunteer programs including
Foster Grandparents, Retired
Senior Volunteer, Programs, Volunteers in Service to America,
Young Volunteers in ACTION,
National Center for Service
Learning and ACTION Drug
Prevention Program.
Alvarado began her lecture by
praising Strom Thurmond and
the institute that bears his name.
"I see that the institute and
Clemson University have really
served as a role model for similar
academic communities across the
country," Alvarado said.
"On behalf of my boss, President Reagan, I commend the institute for its vision and its support for volunteers," Alvarado
said.
"The president has no stronger
supporter in Congress than senator Strom Thurmond, and under
their leadership we have seen a
renewal of the nation's volunteer
spirit."
Volunteers are people who realize that those in need cannot wait
for government assistance,
Alvarado said.

Alvarado said that the government can give those needy people
welfare checks, but that is not
the real answer to the problem
of poverty.
"Whereas some of that may be
necessary for the truly needy,
there is no substitute for love for
that person who may be so down
and out that he or she doesn't
think that they're going to be
able to make it to the next day,"
Alvarado said.
"There is no substitute for
another human being coming to
them, reaching his hand out and
saying, 'I want nothing from you;
I just want to share with you the
fact that I believe in you—you
can do it.'"
Alvarado encouraged the audience to join together to help
eliminate poverty and its causes.
"The solution is as near as our
neighbor because everybody has
something to offer," she said.
Alvarado said that the purpose
of ACTION is to serve as a catalyst to "grass roots" organizations interested in helping
others.
"We [ACTION] are able to enable those grass roots people
through technical assistance and
small-seed monies to make that
vision a reality."
Alvarado said that ACTION
did not attempt to point out the
problems of the local communities that receive the grants. ACTION also does not tell the
communities how to solve the
problems.
This nation has changed from
the 'me' generation of the seventies to the 'we' generation,"
Alvarado said.
"I believe the 'we' generation's
time is here. I believe it must be
here if we are to continue to be
the strongest and freest country
on earth, and to be able to go into
the twenty-first century as a
leader of the world," she said.

Gift-giving to the University is
expected to surpass $7 million for
the fiscal year and is currently
outpacing last year's record contributions.
Over $17 million is expected this
year for the University Foundation, compared to last year's $6.8
million, said Jeff McNeill, associate vice president for development. Over $5 million has
already been received, with three
months remaining in the fiscal
year.
"We're having an excellent
year," McNeill said. "The main
thing about this year that's so
encouraging is that last year we
got a $1 million gift, but this year
we haven't gotten one and we're
still doing better than last year."
Fund raising at the University
is done by the University Foundation with capital gifts and annual gifts. Capital gifts are
monies which are invested, with
only the interest from the principal being spent. Annual gifts,
which consist of the Loyalty
Fund and gifts from corporations, foundations, associations,
and trusts, are spent during the
year they come in.
Gifts to the Loyalty Fund—the
annual giving fund for alumni,.

friends, parents, faculty, and
staff—are a month ahead of last
year's record contributions, said
Ann Smith, director of the Loyalty
Fund. Aiming for at least
$905,000 in donations, $803,483
had been collected for the Loyalty
Fund as of March 24, compared
to $874,083 raised last year.
Smith expects the Loyalty
Fund to have 12,000 donors this
year. Over 22 percent of Clemson
alumni give to the annual fund
compared with a national average of 13 percent at other universities.
The Loyalty Fund's third annual phone-a-thon, which ended
Monday, raised a record $205,000.
Hired students phoned Alumni
four nights a week asking for
contributions. "It was a very
good year for the students,"
Smith said.
With state budget cuts,
McNeill said private donations
are becoming more important.
"We have gotten more visible
because the leadership of the
University is looking to us to
solve some of its problems," he
said.
"Our role of importance to the
University has never been greater.
If Clemson is going to get better,
it's going to have to come from
the private side. The public
money is just not there.
"The state of South Carolina

doesn't give enough money to be
excellent. Private money will
have to do that, to be the margin
of difference between average
and excellent."
McNeill says the University's
endowment—capital gifts—pales
in comparison with other schools.
While the University has an endowment of $16 million, Presbyterian College's endowment
doubles that and the University
of North Carolina has a $450
million endowment.
The University of Texas has a
$1 billion endowment, and Stanford is beginning a $1 billion
capital gift campaign, McNeill
said.
"The future at Clemson will be
endowment-oriented," he said.
"We'll be pushing towards major
endowment gifts."
McNeill says there will be a
major endowment campaign with
the University centennial
celebration in 1989. "We hope in
the next five years our endowment will be five times what it is
now," he said.
All fund raising at the University is done by the development
office through the University
Foundation. The alumni office's
main function is to serve graduates and former students of the
University in a variety of record
keeping and activity capacities,
McNeill said.

Coming up,
April 3
3

Lecture: "America's Agriculture: A Valuable Natural, National Resource" by Peter
Myers, deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 2 p.m., Poole
Agricultural Center Auditorium, free. (Newman Seminar and Lecture Series, 656-4084)
Workshop: Research Animal Welfare. 2-3 p.m., F-149 Poole Agricultural Center, open
free to faculty, staff and students who use research animals and to all other interested
persons. (Office of University Research, 656-2375)
Central Spirit strawberries and cream sale at UNC tennis match beginning at 10 a.m.
For more information call Leslie, 6048.
Child Safety Day. 9 a.m.-l p.m., Y-Barn, free. (Delta Sigma Theta sorority, 656-6394)
Honors and Awards Day ceremonies: Army and Air Force ROTC, 9 a.m., Tillman Hall
Auditorium; Commerce and Industry, 10 a.m., Daniel Hall Auditorium; Architecture,
2 p.m., Lee Hall courtyard; Education, 2 p.m., Holtzendorff YMCA AuditoriumEngineering 2 p.m., Tillman Hall Auditorium; Forest and Recreation Resources, 2 p.m.,
135 Lehotsky Hall; Liberal Arts, 2 p.m., Daniel Hall Auditorium; Sciences, 2 p.m.!
Hunter Chemistry Laboratory Auditorium; Agricultural Sciences, 2:30 p.m., Poole
Agricultural Center Auditorium; and Nursing, 3 p.m., McAdams Hall Auditorium
(Calhoun College, 656-4762)

9-11

Southeastern Intercollegiate Livestock Evaluation and Selection Contests. All day,
Bull Test Station, free. (Animal Science Department, 656-5159)

9-16
9

Short course: Body Massage. 7-9 p.m. Thursdays, $15. (University Union, 656-2461)
Lecture: "Close Relationships" by Judith Worell. 3:30 p.m. (Women's Studies Committee and the Sociology Club, 656-3210)
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Speaking out
by Eric Freshwater
head photographer

^C^T uestion: "Should a surrogate mother be allowed to have
custody of a child which she bore for another woman?"

"No. All legal contracts are binding,
even those concerning the sale of a
human baby. The mother knew what she
was getting into before she chose to get
pregnant."
Candi Scott

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

Merritt Sanders, Miss Clemson 1986, crowns Wanda Connelly as this year's pageant
winner in Tillman Auditorium Monday night. The Tiger mascot and second runner-up Julie
Herring look on with smiles.

"I don't think she should have custody. It would be a breach of contract for
her to keep it. Although the child is
biologically hers, she agreed to have it
for someone else."
Danny Deal

Connelly crowned Miss Clemson
by Jim Hennessey
managing editor
While the rain poured down
outside Tillman Hall Monday
night, fourteen radiant beauties
shined in the annual Miss Clemson pageant.
One beauty shined brighter
than all the others though, as
Wanda Connelly of Prosperity
was crowned Miss Clemson 1987.
The 14 contestants were judged
on the basis of interview, sportswear, talent and evening gown.
Connelly, a junior English major, performed "September
Morn," a song by Neil Diamond,
for her talent selection.
"It was an incredible night,

one I won't quickly forget," Connelly said. "It was very special
especially since I just transferred
to Clemson in January."
Connelly received a $500
scholarship, a crown, a plaque
and a rose.
Jennifer Dacus, a junior recreation therapy major from Taylors,
received the first runner-up prize
of a $200 scholarship, a plaque
and a rose.
Julie Herring was chosen second runner-up and was the grand
talent winner. Herring performed
the song "Out Here On My
Own" from the movie musical
"Fame." Herring is a sophomore
industrial management major
from Anderson.
The third runner-up was

Wendy Balz. Balz is a junior administrative management major
from Greer.
Jan Scott, a secondary education major from Tucker, Ga., was
chosen fourth runner-up.
Entertainment for the evening
was provided by Miss Clemson
1986 Merritt Sanders, the "C.U.
After Six" singers, the Rally
Cats, William Long, Fain School
of Dance, and Jeff Lee.
The pageant was hosted by
Beth Woodard. Woodard is the
reigning Miss Magnolia at Clemson and Miss South Carolina
USA 1987.
The annual Miss Clemson
pageant is sponsored by the Mortar Board Honor Society.

"The surrogate mother made a decision of her own will before she began the
pregnancy. If she had one child under
the contract, she could have another on
her own."
Diana Knapp

"No. She has made a commitment to
render a service to the other woman, and
she should be obligated to hold to her
word, just as in any other business proposition. However, I also think the whole
issue of surrogate motherhood is morally
wrong."

Clemson University Concert Series

onQuarkLj>
QUARTET-IN-RESIDENCE
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
AND STATE UNIVERSITY

The internationally acclaimed Audubon Quartet has
been heralded from New York to California and around
the world for their virtuosity, brilliance and the sensuous
beauty of their music. Formed In 1974, the Audubon
attracted international attention by winning three worldwide competitions within the first few years of their
existence. These included top prizes in the International
String Competition in Evian, France and the Portsmouth
International String Competition. Highlighting these
accolades was first prize In the International String
Quartet Competition of the Festival Villa-Lobos In Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
The members of the quartet include David Ehrlich,
violin; David Salness, violin; Doris Lederer Horwitz,
viola; and Thomas Shaw, 'cello. As individual artists they
have distinguished themselves as soloists and recitalists

and have received training in the the finest centers of
music In the entire world: the Cleveland and Curtis Institutes; Yale and Tel Aviv Universities; and the Israeli and
Oberlin Conservatories.
The Audubon Quartet has many "firsts" to its credit.
Among the more unusual honors is their invitation to
visit and tour China. This gave them the distinction of
being the first American string quartet to visit China in fifteen years. They were also the first Americans to win
prizes in the Evian and Portsmouth competitions, and
the first quartet to be spotlighted on the nationally televised CBS program, "Sunday Morning." The Audubon
also performed at the White House for President Carter
and Prime Minister Menachem Begin of Israel. Besides
numerous performances in major concert halls in the
U.S. and Canada, they have toured in South America,
Europe and Asia.

MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1987
Tillman Hall Auditorium 8:00 p.m.
Clemson University students admitted FREE On presentation of validated Activity Card.
Others present season ticket, or individual tickets on sale
at door for $6 (adults) or $2 (children).

Melissa Capell
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Mistake significant
An unnecessary miscalculation in the budget of the
Strom Thurmond Institute has not only halted the
construction of the Institute but slowed the academic
growth of the University.
The University raised $5.5 million for construction of
the Institute. However, contracting bids returned last fall
indicated that $7.5 million would be needed to construct
the building.
The budget shortfall is a mistake of great
significance. Understandably, humans are not infallible.
Two million dollars is, however, a considerable amount of
money, and someone should take responsibility for the
blunder.
The Strom Thurmond Institute is intended to be a
very important facet of future University growth. But
because of the University's poor estimation of
construction costs, construction has lagged months
behind schedule.
Since site preparation was begun over a year ago,
construction of the Institute has yielded little more than a
muddy chasm. This eyesore has rendered foot and auto
travel between east and west campus difficult. The lack of
progress on the Institute is also becoming an
embarrassment to both the University and Sen. Thurmond.
The University has proposed a new design to bring
the construction of the Institute within budget. This may
include the elimination of an auditorium which appears in
the original plans for the project.
It is unfortunate that the University must cut corners
on a project of such importance. When the University
undertook the Institute project, it should have set out to
do it right. More efficient planning and organization
could have made this possible.
But if the University must make cutbacks on the
original design of the Institute, it should not forfeit the
construction of an auditorium. The University would
benefit immensely from the addition of an auditorium on
campus larger than Memorial Auditorium in Tillman Hall.
If cutbacks are necessary in the Institute design, they
should include only the removal of extravagances that
would be of little or no benefit to the University.
It is unfortunate that an error of such magnitude
occured in the first place. The University must, however,
strive to complete the project without any further
unnecessary delay or without negating the effectiveness of
the Institute by scrapping some of its most valuable
aspects.
Because the Strom Thurmond Institute is a project
that could be of great value to the University and its
future, all efforts should be made so that its fruition will
be seen in the very near future.
News editor—Jennifer Brown
Asst. news editor—Andrew Cauthen
Features editor—Kim Norton
Entertainment editor—Sonia Morrow
Sports editor—Tommy Hood
Asst. sports editor—Benny Benton
Copy editor—Todd Endicott
Asst. managing editor—Tim Kudlock
Faculty advisor—Louis Henry
Joint media adviser—Kirk Brague

Business mgr.—Alicia Mattison
Advertising mgr.—Suzanne Schmidt
Asst. advertising mgrs.—Betty Mathews
and Kim Rhodes
Circulation manager—Position open
Head photographer—Eric Freshwater
Sr. staff photographers—Brian Ardlt
and Ken Birchfield
Printer—Martin Printing Co., Inc.
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Harmon, Tommy Hart, Jim Hilkene, Andy Hobbs, Eric Keller, Darla Koerselman,
Jeff Lee, Danny McElmurray, Kevin McKinley, Danny Mace, Terry Manning, Steve
Miller, Judy Molnar, Cindy Morris, John Norton, Sean O'Lesiry, Teri Pfeiffer, Frank
Quattlebaum, Terri Ring, Russell Roman, Foster Senn, Doug Stanton. Dirk Terrell,
Rosemary Thomas, Tommy Trammell, Patrick Turner, Annabelle Vaughn, Becky
Vick, James Ward, M. A. West, Gene Weston, and Bob Yanity.
Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are those of the individual writers with
the exception of the lead editorial and editorial cartoon, which express the majority
opinion of the editorial board. The editorial board is composed of the editors listed in
the left-hand column above as voting members and the managers and photographers
listed in the right-hand column as non-voting members. The opinions expressed in the
editorials do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration, faculty, or
student body as a whole.
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, "The Tiger" is the
oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. "The Tiger" is not published during summer
school, school holidays, or examination periods.
"The Tiger" is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star
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Second-class postage (L29-480) paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C 29631. The
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'Pearlygate' a simple parable
The worst was over for
Ronald Reagan and "Contragate " when '' Pearly gate''
beat out the president for the
top slot on the evening news
two weeks ago. "Pearlygate"
is how some sage journalists
have termed the controversy
that has rocked the television
evangelism world.
Culminating with the resignation of TV evangelism's
first couple Jim and Tammy
Bakker, "Pearlygate" has
flooded the minds of the Bakkers' supporters with disbelief. The Bakkers' financial
backers have overlooked
Tammy's designer clothes
and ornate jewelry; they have
overlooked Jim's well-tailored
suits.
The supporters of PTL
("Praise the Lord") didn't
even flinch as they paid for
their Tammy Bakker lookalike dolls or Tammy Bakker
cosmetics. But when their
favorite evangelist had an illicit affair and his wife turned
to drugs, those financial
backers were appalled.
And it was about time.
Though I don't claim to be
any great guru of what is holy
or what isn't, I believe that
selling God is unethical. I resent it when a televangelist
sounds like Jonathan Edwards delivering "Sinners in
the Hands of an Angry God"
and then proceeds to tell me
that if I want to do God's
work, I must send a check to
his ministry.
When the Bakkers (and
others like them) claimed that
sending a check to their ministry would get me closer to
God, I was reminded of Friar
Johann Tetzel. In the 16th
century, he went around what
is now Germany selling "indulgences" in the name of the
Catholic Church; in other
words, Tetzel sold pardons for
sins. Martin Luther thought

Up Front
Bob Ellis
Associate Editor

he ended all that when he
nailed his 95 theses to the
church door at Wittenburg.
He is probably rolling in his
grave.
In the interest of being fair,
I must point out that some of
the more prominent television
ministries do some charity
work. Jimmy Swaggart runs
Child Care International for
needy children; Pat Robertson's "Operation Blessing"
donates food and medicine to
the needy at home and
abroad; and PTL operates
homes for handicapped children and unwed mothers.
That's not a bad track record
except for the fact that millions of the dollars donated to
the television ministries go
unaccounted for.
None of the more prominent
TV ministries belong to the
Evangelical Council of Financial Accountability. According to a story in "U.S. News
and World Report," the Bakkers were members of the
ECFA, but pulled out after
the organization accused
them of using PTL monies to
buy a Mercedes-Benz, a Rolls
Royce, a mountainside home
in California, a houseboat and
a mink coat for Tammy.
Of course le^'s not forget to
mention Oral Roberts' recent
plea for $8 million. Roberts
said God told him to raise the
money or He would call him
home. Through the generosity
of a Florida dogtrack owner,
Roberts is still with us.
It's really no wonder that
"Pearlygate" has been called
everything from a "holy war"

to a soap opera. If you
were to take a look at the principal cast, you'd find a host of
livery characters.
The soap opera has sex
thanks to Jim Bakker's affair
with his former secretary
Jessica Hahn. And there's his
estranged wife Tammy who,
in her misery, has turned to
drugs.
Jim's successful business
PTL (it grossed $129 million
last year) allegedly is being
assaulted by Swaggart.
Swaggart, no less colorful
than his rock and roller cousin
Jerry Lee Lewis, derides
Catholicism and denies
charges that he is trying to
pull an unfriendly merger
with PTL.
If Swaggart was (or is) trying to merge with Bakker's
organization,
he
was
thwarted by Jerry Falwell,
founder of the Moral Majority
(which some say is neither).
Falwell is the new chairman
of PTL and continues to
preach at the 22,000-member
Thomas Road Baptist Church
in Lynchburg, Va.
The Rev. Falwell says he
plans to solve PTL's problems by' 'trying to close ranks
and prevent the Devil from
having a field day." Someone
really should tell him that
he's a little late: Old
Mephistopheles has had his
day.
Roberts is the only one who
has tried to stay out of this.
He's probably sitting in his
Tulsa, Okla. prayer tower enjoying his $8 million and looking for another 900-ft. Jesus.
Though it could have all the
makings for a soap opera,
"Pearlygate" should be viewed
more as a parable, one that
TV evangelists should pay
careful attention to. Wher
you start holding out your
hand more than necessary,
people lose the faith.
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Loyalty Fund good steward of donations
commentary
by Gary A. Ransdell
vice president for
institutional advancement
In the March 27 issue of "The
Tiger," the editors contended that
the Loyalty Fund would do well to
offer athletic tickets or other
tangible incentives to encourage
alumni and friends to give
financially to the University.
I suggest that the University
would do well to take quite a
different approach to its overall fundraising initiatives. A basic tenet of
good fund raising is to be good
stewards of gifts received. We have
too many important uses of the
money people give to the University
than to use large portions of the
money to buy tangible gifts to give
them in return.
My hope is that people give to the
University for the purpose of
enhancing and enriching the
University's academic endeavors. In
effect, if our alumni and friends will
support the University generously
with their annual and capital assets,
the University will in turn give
them, the state and the region better

service, more innovative research
and a more intellectually sound and
progressive university.
Regarding your comparison to
IPTAY, I would suggest, indeed,
IPTAY is clearly among the most
successful athletic fund-raising
organizations in America. It is
successful because the athletic
department produces and markets a
highly successful form of
entertainment. People give for the
privilege of buying choice tickets to
athletic events. They like to be part
of the spirited competition, but a
gift to IPTAY is, in effect, a
restricted gift to an individual
department of the University. That
department has full authority over
the administration of its programs.
I would encourage any University
department to encourage its own
constituents to make restricted gifts
to their department. The fact is,
however, IPTAY represents one of
the few departments where highly
desirable tickets are required to
witness the activity of that
department. The athletic department
has the full authority to determine
ticket policies and it has the
responsibility to utilize the best
ticket locations to foster its fundraising efforts.

For the Loyalty Fund to offer
athletic tickets as an incentive for .
giving is not only impractical but it
would force competition between
the two programs and potentially
minimize the effectiveness ol both.
The mission of the Loyalty Fund,
it seems, is to educate Clemson
alumni and friends on the need to
support the University's academic
endeavors . . . and to do it for the
sake of seeing intellectual growth
and institutional accomplishment.
Private support provides for the
margin of excellence which state
funding cannot provide.
Institutional excellence increases the
value of a Clemson degree.
Alumni therefore do benefit from
the gifts to the University. Giving
premiums will not be something we
will emphasize in the future and I
would hope that the preponderance
of Clemson alumni and friends will
give for reasons other than simply
getting a tangible gift in return.
Fund raising at the University can
and will be successful. The
University will raise in excess of $7
million in annual and capital gifts
this year. In addition, IPTAY will
raise more than $5 million in
restricted athletic gifts this year.
Annual and capital fund-raising

Gary Ransdell
efforts for the University will
increase dramatically in the years to
come and IPTAY, too, will continue
to be successful.
Most importantly, the University
will grow and prosper.
Alumni and friends will take
increasing pride in their university.
They will know their generous
support is the catalyst for progress
and the University is making good
use of their gifts.

Responsible journalism always requires quotes
which appeared on page 21 of the
March 27 issue.

letters
We'd like to address the lead
article in last week's sports sec:
tion of "The Tiger," written by
Eric Keller, concerning the internal problems on the women's tennis team.
Keller ignores one of the most
important principles involved in
investigative journalism, that being attribution. Instead, we
think he bases his entire story on
rumor, hearsay, conjecture and
narrative.
The article has no quotes in it.
Sure, Coach Andy Johnston refused to comment; we don't
blame him. And members of the
team asked not to be identified;
their comments shouldn't have
been used.
Any responsible piece of journalism demands a quote from
somebody involved. If it doesn't
have one, then it's an incomplete
story and has no business in
print. A story written by the
former assistant sports editor
should be better.
Perhaps if Keller weren't so
concerned with getting a
"scoop" on the story he might
have done a better job of writing.
Keller had no business writing a
story of this nature about the
women's tennis team owing to
his close association with one of
its members.
We're not saying that the story
shouldn't be told. If it's true,
then the public has a right to
know what's going on. That's
why the First Amendment guarantees freedom of the press. If
it's not true, then fiction
shouldn't be passed off as fact.
This story has all the earmarks of
an epic novel.
We understand the lure of "the
big story," but Keller's story is
simply irresponsible tripe. Mark
Schoen and Tommy Hood should
both think twice before allowing
Eric Keller to submit another
"investigative story."
Tim Crawford
Penny Davis
Robb Schikner
Wil DuBose
Editor's note: "The Tiger"
stands behind the tennis story

'Platoon' reveals
realities of war
I suppose it's just a matter of
how you interpret what Oliver
Stone was trying to accomplish
in "Platoon." But I think
Mr. Ellis was way off on a couple
of points in his review of the film
in the March 6 issue of "The
Tiger."
First of all he said that
Sgt. Barnes or Sgt. Elius would
have made a better narrator than
Chris Taylor because they were
"weathered veterans of Vietnam
who would have given us a more
believable picture of life there."
The majority of people who see
this movie was not in Vietnam. I
think Oliver Stone realized this
and tried to show these viewers
what it was like to go over there
with absolutely no idea what to
expect. In this respect his choice
of narrator was perfect.
Mr. Ellis went on to complain
that Taylor's letters to his grandmother lacked originality in that
he told her that war is hell. I
don't know what Mr. Ellis expected him to write, but I think
Taylor told her in the most
appropriate words what his
lifestyle was like. It's a real pity
that it wasn't original enough for
Mr. Ellis. But there is nothing
original about war, now, is there?
The final point that 1 think
Mr. Ellis was wrong about was
the motive behind some of the actions of Sgt. Barnes. He said that
Sgt. Barnes killed Sgt. Elias "in
an effort to avoid divisiveness
within the platoon." This is not
the way I saw it. Sgt. Barnes
killed the onlv man who was
< tumble and willing to implicate
hija in the killings duj..-T the
village raid. He was interested
oniv in saving his own ii^ck. ,.,.-.,
if you remember correctly, this
man who realized the importance
of keeping the platoon "unified"

twice came within a hair of killing Chris Taylor.

own thoughts and ideals. Congratulations on a fine selection.

So I suggest that Mr. Ellis go
back and see the movie again.
That way he can reevaluate his
mediocre review of one of the
greatest movies ever made.

William D. Rochester

Patrick J. Cannon

'Dragons'
good choice
As a requirement for the
Freshman English Curriculum,
students must read Carl Sagan's
"The Dragons of Eden." I feel
that this book is an extremely
good tool to get students out of
the usual read, record and report
type of paper that they usually
write.
The book contains a wide range
of topics with proposals that can
be eagerly accepted or highly disputed. Sagan's work makes the
student think about what message his book is trying to relay.
The author obviously writes to
try and persuade the reader to
agree with him, but Sagan often
asks questions that he does not
attempt to answer.
This kind of approach will expand the thought processes of
the reader. With this technique,
people will not be confined to
just the black print on a white
page. The student will be able to
develop his or her own ideas on a
subject, and not accept what is
written at face value.
I feel that this book was not
written to support evolutionism
or gain social-political ground. It
was written to make us ponder
all that is unknown to us, and to
make us think how lucky and
special each one of us is.
I commend the English depd.-Lment and the Freshman Composition Committee in selecting
"The Dragons of Eden. \
one book that gets the student
away from putting the author's
points of view on paper. We have
gone to college to find things out
for ourselves, and develop our

'Dragons' full
of garbage
"Everything You Never
Wanted to Know About Evolution and Didn't Care to Ask"
would be a more appropriate title
for Carl Sagan's "The Dragons of
Eden." The Freshman Composition Committee chose this out-ofdate journal of scientific trivia as
a required reading for English
102 spring semester classes.
The English department made
a poor choice here, because not
only is Sagan's book full of his
own made-up, unimpressionable
garbage, but several times Sagan
shows bad grammatical judgment. If we should be forced to
read something for one of our
classes, shouldn't we also have
an educational experience in the
process? I have little faith in
believing a man who thinks that
dinosaurs are extinct today
because of a tragic death from
constipation.
Carl Sagan also makes a habit
of jumping from one subject to

another at a rapid pace, losing
the reader in the process. He is
unorganized and frequently uses
paragraph-long wftntences.
Writing run-on sentences is
something we have been taught
not to do since grammar school,
yet we are subjecting ourselves
to these types of errors now.
I, along with the majority of
my classmates, found this book
to be a waste of time. Maybe if I
were a Biology major, I would
have enjoyed reading about
monkeys' brains.
On second thought, maybe the
Biology department should
choose the next freshman
English reading assignment.
Maureen Maney

Correction
The lead editorial of the March
27 "Tiger" said that IPTAY
gives tickets to donors depending on the size of contributions.
According to Bert Henderson,
assistant executive director of
IPTAY, all football tickets are
sold, and seating priority is not
based on the amount of money an
IPTAY member donates to the
organization.

Letters policy
Each letter and commentary
must include the signature,
telephone number, and address
of its author. However, names
may be withheld from letters in
the newspaper at the request of
the author and the discretion of
the editorial editor.
All letters and commentaries
submitted to "The Tiger" will
become the property of this
newspaper and may not be
returned.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention
of the editorial editor, "The
Tiger," Box 2097 University
Station, Clemson, SC
29632-2097, or bring them by

the offices in room 906 of the
Student Union.
Letters must be received no
later than 6 p.m. Tuesday prior
to publication.
"The Tiger" welcomes letters
and commentaries on all
subjects from its readers.
Letters and commentaries
should be typed double-spaced.
The editorial editor reserves
the right to edit letters and
commentaries for style and
space.
The editor in chief reserves
the right to determine which
letters and commentaries will be
published.
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Budget
from page one
tie differently. "They have affected us in that we're not able
to offer certain classes as often
as we'd like.
"A constant problem for us
as far as faculty recruitment is
concerned is not just competing
with other schools and colleges,
but competing with secondary
schools," Matthews said.
He said he knows of one professor who left the College of
Education a year ago for a
secondary school job that pays
$20,000 more per year.
One of the more obvious effects of mid-year budget cuts is
the lowering of faculty morale,
Matthews said.
"There are two major impacts of the budget cuts," Larson said. "Very small salary
raises lead to faculty loss and
lack of teaching and research
resources lead to lowered
morale."
"South Carolina bases its
funding formula not on excellent students, but on average
students," Jennett said. "The
result is an average outcome,
where 'average' could be substituted with 'mediocre.'"
The Commission on Higher
Education bases its funding
formula on enrollment in the
various disciplines, teaching
load average salaries from peer
institutions and library and
physical plant costs, Larson
said.

"Very small salary
raises lead to faculty
loss and lack of teaching, and research resources lead to lowered morale."
David Larson
From that total, the CHE
deducts the amount the University will make from student
fees, with the difference being
the recommended appropriation, he said.
"I'll give you a feel for how
dramatic the situation is," Larson said. "The CHE recommended $65.5 million for the
1987-88 general education budget. The last figure we've heard
is $56.5 million, a $9 million cut
from full formula funding."
Larson said there are four
ways University officials can
combat the budget cuts: (1)
They can contain costs; (2) They
can set very clear priorities; (3)
They can encourage reform in
the state budget process "to
avoid the uncertainties of midyear impoundments;" and (4)
They can identify new sources
of revenue such as gifts and
joint ventures with industry.

Victoria Square
654-9243

PIZZA BUFFET
5-8 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

$3.59
r"

T>IZZA DELIVERY
We're talkin'

Order something you can sink your
teeth into and save $2.50 off a Large or
$1.50 off a medium with this coupon

Board
from page one
struction of Atlanta to build a
new waste treatment plant for
the University.
According to Larson the new
facility will comply with a court
order to have such a facility in
place by June of 1988.
"Construction of the facility
will take 12 months," Larson
said, "and we hope to have the
tacility in operation a month
after construction concludes.
"The majority of the money for
this project will come from state
construction bonds," Larson
said.
The Board also heard status re-

raO

ports from Ryan Amacher of the
College of Commerce and Industry and Dean Robert Waller
of the College of Liberal Arts.
Both Amacher and Waller
stressed the need for more money
to be allocated to professors'
salaries and to research grants.
Amacher said, "Our challenge
is to meet three goals: to receive
more state money; to convince
the University to reallocate our
departments' money; and to
raise, through gifts and grants,
more money for faculty and for
scholarships."

Burton-Prater Real Estate
(803) 654-3311

■~i

i_.

654-9243
MAZZIO'S PIZZA

ALL IT TAKES IS
GRACE, COORDINATION
AND NATURAL
TALENT

322 College Ave., Clemson, SC 29631

RENTALS
Campus West
•
Fort Hill Commons
Village Green
•
Calhoun Street Duplexes
Other Locations
We have furnished and unfurnished units
available now and for fall occupancy

(803) 654-3311

Palmetto
State Medical
Center, Inc.
Worried? About Being
Pregnant? We Care
• FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• FAMILY PLANNING COUNSELING
• BIRTH CONTROL
• NO PARENTAL CONSENT REQUIRED
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 8:O0AM-6:OOPM-SAT. 8:00AM-2:00PM

STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL
271-8671
Call collect
" Toll Free if 1-800-553-8343
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712 LAURENS RD.
GREENVILLE, SC

TIGER BAND FLAG CORPS

AUDITIONS
APRIL 6-9
4-5 p.m.
BAND ROOM—HOLTZENDORFF
CALL 654-3308 or 656-8041 for more info.
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University receives software
by Tim Kudlock
assistant managing editor
The industrial education
department has received a
$76,000 grant in the form of computer software from Learning
Labs, Inc., of Calhoun, Ga., in
conjunction with VersaCAD Corporation of Huntington Beach,
Calif.
The software package, able to
accommodate up to 10 VersaCAD computer-aided drafting
and design stations, enables both

students and faculty to receive
training in computerized drafting.
"The University is one of only
two schools in the state to receive such grants," said Gerald
G. Lovedahl, associate professor
of industrial education. "Clemson was chosen mainly because it
is a primary institution in the
state for the industrial education
major."
"The grant qualifies the University as an authorized training
center for computerized drafting
and will offer a state of the art

program for computer-aided drafting," Lovedahl said. "Both
students and teachers benefit
from such fine drafting equipment."
The equipment and software is
currently being housed in the
Godfrey Hall drafting room.
Lovedahl hopes that the department will receive additional
grants in the future.
"We are hoping to get an
equipment grant from Tandy
Corporation next," he said.
"That grant would add eight
more computers to our facility."

'Spring for Sight' a success
by Tim Kudlock
assistant managing editor

Gamma. "We set up a trampoline
in front of the Loggia and jumped
on it as people walked by and
The Delta Gamma sorority and made donations.
Phi Delta Theta fraternity spon"Proceeds from the event will
sored "Spring For Sight" last
Thursday to raise money to aid benefit the blind as well as sight
the blind and to benefit sight conservation," Thompson said.
"We have even given money
conservation.
from past events to a research
The event was originally schedcompany dealing with the blind,
uled for Wednesday as well but
was cancelled due to potential- but usually our proceeds go
directly toward helping the
dangers resulting from the incleblind."
ment weather.
"Delta Gamma got together
One philanthropy that has
with Phi Delta Theta to co- benefitted from Spring for Sight
sponsor the event," said Andrea
is the Rocky Bottom Camp for
Thompson, president of Delta the Blind located in the Upstate.

HEADS UP
nwr 76

cixnson arrra
Karen Greene
and
Dawn Chavis

This summer camp, designed for
blind children, has special trails,
among other features, just for
blind children.
"Several of us from Delta
Gamma have gone up to Rocky
Bottom Camp to interact with
the blind children," Thompson
said.
The two Greek organizations
raised over $100 in cash from the
charity and expect even more to
come from area businesses.
Last week's Spring for Sight
marked the third time for Delta
Gamma as co-sponsor. The sorority is anticipating similar events
in the future.

• Duck Head Shorts
• Woolrich Shorts
• Clemson Gym Shorts
• T-Shirts
. . . and much more
Downtown Clemson
654-6446

Golaenwooas
APARTMENTS

John Allen (right), director of visitor programs at the
University, and Andy Anderson, superintendent of landscape and grounds, watch as a 25-foot Southern red oak is
planted on the east lawn of the Calhoun Mansion.
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(except salads).
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Dig in
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DISCOUNT
SPIRITS

VICTORIA SQUARE
(BESIDE MAZZIO'S)

PENDLETON ROAD
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654-4189

"THE PLACE TO LIVE IN CLEMSON"
Only one and one-quarter mile from Clemson's campus,
Golden Woods Plaza features a little "convenience" store
with drive-thru service, a laundromat, individual post office
boxes (keyed), package pick up, and FREE membership to
the private swimming pool with Hydro-Cove when you rent
from Scott or Elisabeth Newton.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
2-BEDROOMS are $240 to $335 per month
3-BEDROOMS-1,200 sq. ft.,
EXTRA NICE, ENERGY EFFICIENT
and FIRE WALLS
$395 per month
Special discount for May-to-May lease
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THE 1986-1987 SCHOOL YEAR
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WILL FURNISH SPRING FLING SPECIALS
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Senior class creates
scholarship fund
by Foster Senn
staff writer
The Class of 1987 began raising money this week for the annual senior gift to the University.
The class has set a goal for an
$8,700 scholarship.
Senior volunteers began calling
on other seniors Wednesday for a
donation to the scholarship, and
all seniors received through the
mail a pamphlet about the drive.
Volunteers are hoping to get $25
from each senior.
The $8,700 is the first step
toward a larger goal of the senior
class, said Ann Smith,
director of the University Loyalty
Fund. The class eventually hopes
to give at least $10,000, with the
interest from that money being
given annually as scholarships to
students.
The money will go into the
University Loyalty Fund, Clemson's annual giving fund. This
money then goes into the larger
Clemson University Foundation,

which receives and manages all
gifts to the University.
"We're really encouraged,"
Smith said. "The seniors have
set a high goal, but they're willing to work hard.
"The whole project was
thought up by the senior class to
make its mark. The seniors saw
that we are lacking in scholarships compared to other universities and they wanted us to stay
competitive."
A gift to the Class of 1987 fund
this year activates the donor for
the 1987 Loyalty Fund. The
donor will receive a Loyalty
Fund sticker at the beginning of
next year. If the donor wishes, all
future gifts may be restricted to
the Class of '87 project.
A senior may call the people
listed in the brochure to get more
information, make a gift, or help
reach other seniors. A donor can
also mail in their money with the
form on the pamphlet. All donors
are asked to give all of the information requested.

Perry Oillard/staff photographer

Fill'er up
Pilots prepare the "Friendship Four" hot air balloon at a benefit sponsored by the College of Architecture on Bowman Field Wednesday.

SPRING MUSIC
GIVEAWAY
Clemson, South Carolina

ON

Looking for a place to live this fall?
We've got just what you're looking for..

WSBF-FM 88.1
LISTEN BETWEEN
10 A.M. AND MIDNIGHT
APRIL 6-10
AND WIN, WIN, WIN!
"The Tiger"
needs a
Circulation
Manager.
Call 2150
for more
information.
STUDENT
OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for girls interested in being counselorsactivity instructors in a
private girls camp located in
Hendersonville, N.C. Instructors needed especially in
Swimming (WSI), Horseback
Riding, Tennis, Backpacking,
Archery, Canoeing, Gymnastics, Crafts; also Basketball, Computers, Soccer,
Cheerleading, Drama, Nature
Study, Field Hockey. If your
school offers a Summer Internship program, we will be glad
to help. Inquiries—Morgan
Haynes, P.O. Box 400C, Tryon,
NC 28782.

Everything from Inexpensive Efficiencies
to Luxurious Townhouses. 1-2-3 Bedrooms.
Call or stop by our office
at 316 College Ave.
We want to help you find the "home"
that's right for you.

REALTY WORLD.
REALTY WORLD-Carolina Real Estate
Jane Brown, Property Manager • 654-6202; after 5:30, 654-6395.
Monica Zielinski, Broker-ln-Charge.

1st MEETING EVER IN CLEMSON
Greenville Braves
(Class "AA" Farm Team)
vs.

TUESDAY

Clemson Tigers

APRIL 7

(Ranked 8th in the Nation)

7 p.m.

WIN
* HYATT REGENCY FANTASY WEEKEND
Includes Deluxe Room, Champagne and Breakfast in Bed

* GREENVILLE BRAVES SOUVENIRS
Pennants, Baseballs, Hats Plus Many Other Prizes
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Historian speaks of prejudices
by Teri Pfeiffer
and Frank Quattlebaum
staff writers
One of America's leading
historians and a Pulitzer Prizewinning author spoke on "The
Historian and his Craft" Monday
night in Lee Hall auditorium.
C. Van Woodward, a Sterling
Professor of History Emeritus at
Yale University, focused his
speech on the prejudices of the
historian.
"They are reluctant to admit
them," Woodward said, "but all
mankind is burdened with prejudices, and the historian is no exception."
Woodward continued by outlining seven examples of these
prejudices.
Woodward said that he was
prejudiced against "roles traditionally given to historians." He
said that historians are often
viewed as "champions of the
past." Historians must challenge
the abuses of the past, Woodward said, even though they may
be regarded as "disturbers of the
peace."
Woodward said that he was
also against "fads and fashions"
in history. "I cannot tolerate
when specialization becomes
fragmentation," he said.
Another aspect of history that
Woodward disapproved of was
the mixing of fact and fiction

Ken Bircnficld/ocnlcr staJt photographer

C. Van Woodward, a Pulitzer Prize-winning author, lectures on the prejudices of historians. Woodward's presentation was a part of the Calhoun College Silver Anniversary
Lecture series.
"to make the past live again."
"[Alex] Haley called this 'faction,'" he said.
Another thing that Woodward
said that he was against was
the "refinement of historical
facts."
"Facts do not so often speak
for themselves, nor will equally
draw their own conclusions,"

Woodward said.
The next lecture presented by
the Calhoun College Silver Anniversary Lecture series will be
on April 6 at 8 p.m. in Lyles
Auditorium. The topic will be
"The Monument as Engineering
Art: The Eiffel Tower vs. the
St. Louis Gateway Arch."

A SPECIAL PUBLIC LECTURE
BY
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New officers inducted
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
The Student Government
held its annual banquet Tuesday night in Clemson House,
where next year's officers were
inducted and this year's student leaders told of the accomplishments of the Student
Government.
Student Senate President
Ron Merritt, representing the
legislative branch of the Student Government, said that the
Student Senate received
55 resolutions and 21 bills during the course of the year.
"We can say proudly that
each piece was of quality and
clarity. This senate would not
accept legislation that was not
thoroughly researched and debated." Merritt said.
Merritt concluded by saying
that the legislative branch has
been "very successful, learned a
lot and [has] grown as individuals." '
Peggy Boyd, student body attorney general, said that the
judicial branch has seen more
action than in the past.
"[The Supreme Court] has
heard three appeals... over 200
cases with the legal advisers
and the Trial Court, and heard
thousands of appeals to traffic
tickets." Bovd said.
Fred Richey, student body

president, commented on the
Student Government in his
farewell address.
"Don't maintain a status
quo. Don't keep things where
they are, whether that is in
[your] opinion good or bad.
Don't subscribe to what anyone
else asks or tells you to do other
than the student body. I think
this will help make you a success," Richey said.
After the speeches by this
year's leaders, Richard Nicholson, newly-elected student
body vice president, and Grant
Burns, the newly-elected student body president were sworn
into their respective offices.
In his inaugural speech,
Burns repeated his campaign
promise to increase communication between the Student
Government and the student
body.
"I said throughout my campaign that communication with
the students is something that
I will stress greatly," Burns
said.
University President Max
Lennon ended the banquet with
remarks for the student leaders.
"I go to sleep at night and
sleep peacefully because I have
a great deal of confidence in you
[the student leaders] and your
ability to make decisions," Lennon said.

WOLFF SUN CENTER

RONALD L. TILSON

• * STUDENT SPECIAL * *

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
MINNESOTA
ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN

Call for details

DILEMMA IN
TIGER LAND

WOLFF «
215ir^

'UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-1766

"CONSERVATION PHILOSOPHY
AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
OF AN ENDANGERED SPECIES
IN THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES"

MONDAY NIGHT, APRIL 6
7:30 PM
DANIEL AUDITORIUM

L

WlfJlV
-foe Most Trusted Name
in Tanning

^

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE
a

CLEMSON

BREAKFAST AT

^c

SATURDAY
APRIL 4
10 a.m.
#18 CLEMSON
vs.
NORTH CAROLINA

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS AN ACT ID PRODUCTION
A ROB REINER FILM "STAND BY ME"
s,™»,» WIL WHEATON RIVER PHOENLX COREY FELDMAN
JERRY O'CONNELL KIEFER SUTHERLAND
""ft JACK NITZSCHE r&SSSg THOMAS DEL RUTH
""""""S RAYNOLD GIDEON »■ BRUCE A. EVANS
"- •'llSSii'iSSTEPHEN KING
""""■ffi BRUCE A. EVANS RAYNOLD GIDEON
ANDREW SCHEINMAN """""A'ROB REINER
VHS
3BBS3M
hi-fi
hi-fi
B 886 Columbia Pictures Industries Hie All Rights Rasemd

STRAWBERRIES & CREAM
(TO BE GIVEN AWAY)
COME OUT DRESSED AS IF YOU WERE AT WIMBLEDON

i 1M6 THE BODY INC AIL FIEHIS RESERvfO

A rare and special film about friendship
and growing up. Don't miss it!
FREE delivery with membership.
Get 3 movies and a VCR for only $10.
LAKEVIEW PLAZA MALL • 654-6567
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Precincts planned
by Andrew Cau then
assistant news editor

CHRONICLE

student senate

Monday's Student Senate session saw the introduction of a
constitutional amendment from
the Judiciary Committee concerning reapportionment of election precincts.
The amendment, titled "Defining New Precincts," provides for
the defining of precincts by the
Elections Board chairperson in
conjunction with the student
body vice president.
In committee reports, Jeff
Holt, Housing Committee chairperson, announced that his committee had withdrawn "New Possibilities for Johnstone Hall
Residents." This resolution
asked that storage rooms in

Johnstone be converted into
other facilities. Holt said that the
Housing Committee will come
out with another resolution concerning these possible facilities
in the next few weeks.
Holt also announced that an
optimistic plan for the renovation of Johnstone Hall predicts
that construction will begin in
May 1989.
Monday's session was the final
meeting under the leadership of
Student Senate President Ron
Merritt. The new Senate officers
will assume their positions next
week, headed by the new Student
Senate President Jeff Holt.

ELECTIONS FOR ALL OFFICES
Editor, Managing Editor, Business Manager, Poetry Editor, Fiction Editor,
Art Editor, Copy Editor, Ad Manager, Features Editor

APRIL 5 at 8 p.m., room 418 Daniel
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
If you have any questions, call the CHRONICLE office at 2833

Portion of fault block eroded away
Sediment from eroded fault block

\

Christian groups unite
during Spirit Week
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
Seven Christian organizations
participated in Spirit Week
March 26-28.
The purpose of Spirit Week
was to promote unity through
fellowship among Christian
organizations and to advance the
awareness of Christianity on
campus, according to Gary
Massey, one of Spirit Week's
organizers.
The groups that participated in
the event were the Baptist Student Union, Campus Crusade for
Christ, Reformed University
Fellowship, Navigators, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
and the Fellowships of Christian
Athletes.
The Navigators held a scavenger hunt on Friday afternoon.

Saturday was Spirit Day, similar to Greek/Dixie Day, said
Massey. A wide variety of recreational games, sponsored by the
Reformed University Fellowship,
were held. These included
volleyball, ultimate frisbee, an
egg toss, tug of war, and
wheelbarrow races. All of the
games were "just for the fun of
it," Massey said. .
Massey revealed plans for next
year's Spirit Week, he said he
wanted it to be a week-long event
with a concert on the final night.
Massey gave credit for Spirit
Week's success to Kirby Payer,
former student body president
and David Sinclair, head of the
Reformed University Fellowship.
Massey called Spirit Week a
"tremendous step toward
unity."

6ra.
C*.nyon
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FALL 1987
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Grand
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GEOLOGY 210
3 CREDITS
TUESDAY & THURSDAY, 11 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Films and slides will highlight geologic features and landscapes

Attention Students!
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE
2-bedroom Townhouses,
Pool, Planned
Laundry Facilities, 10 Minutes from Campus
Summer Special, Three-month Lease
For details, call 654-6158— Resident Manager

Located on Issaqueena Trail off Highway 123
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Honors Day planned
The University will sponsor 10
lectures and present more than
1,800 student awards during its
annual Honors and Awards Day
celebration April 4.
The top University student
awards—the Trustees' Medal,
the Algernon Sydney Sullivan
awards, the American Association of University Women award,
the Phi Kappa Phi awards and
the Atlantic Coast Conference
Athletic Scholarship Academic
award—will be presented during
a noon luncheon in Clemson
House hosted by University
President Max Lennon.
The Trustees' Medal is awarded
to the person who has done the
most "to uphold the basic ideals
and philosophic goals and objectives that Thomas Green
Clemson envisioned for the
University."
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award is awarded for "years of
selfless service to the University
and to the Clemson community
at large."
The American Association of
University Women award is an

engraved silver bowl presented
to the woman with the highest
cumulative grade point ratio in
her graduating class.
The Phi Kappa Phi National
Honorary Scholastic Society will
present awards to "those seniors
who have the highest scholastic
records, and who have taken no
less than 75 percent of their work
at the University."
The Atlantic Coast Conference
Athletic Scholarship Academic
award is presented to one male
and one female athlete with the
highest grade point ratio.
The Kenelly-Voss Advanced
Placement Award is presented to
"the student entering the University this year with the greatest number of hours of advanced
placement credit."
A Sullivan award also will be
presented to an outstanding faculty member during the luncheon.
The remaining awards will be
presented during 10 separate
ceremonies on campus. Each
ceremony will feature a guest
speaker.

Ken Birchfield/senior staff photographer

Baseball, hot dogs and apple pie
Greg Burns takes advantage of the hot dogs, Cokes and apple pies given away at
Wednesday's baseball game against Georgia.

April Showers

Why Pay More?

Soaps 'n Suds

8UY ONE 10" PIZZA YOUR CHOICE
GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE
* FOR 1 DOLLAR
DINE IN-FAST.

FREE. HOT

DELIVERY-T»KE OUT

COMPARE TO AU-TKFH GIVE US A CAU 654-6990 AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE

1

BUY ONE FOOTLONG SUB—YOUR CHOICE!
GET 2nd SUB —SAME VALUE

Vi PRICE!
MEDIUM 14" PIZZA
WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

, PLUS 2 ICE-COLD
:
COKES

scoo

LARGE 16" PIZZA
WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
PLUS 3 ICE-COLD COKES
ONLY

$799

* 20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
— Pepperoni, Mushrooms. Ham, Ground Beef, Green Peppers,
m Canadian Bacon, Black Olives. Green Olives, Sausage. Onions,
Anchovies. Extra-Thick Crust.

$10.99

o AND A ICE-COLD COKES

TODAY ONLY is having a sale on all unclaimed
clothes. Most Items $1 and $2. Open 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
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Call Chanelo's 654-6990

Also, we are accepting applications for summer and/or fall
employment today, Friday, April 3, until 11 p.m.

Now serving Hot Dogs!
$2.00 pitchers all the time!

DON'T MISS
THE BIG MUSIC PARTY!
at SPANISH MOON

SUNDAY LUNCHEON PIZZA
BUFFET
SICILIAN STYLE

PEP

SAUS

CHEESE

MUSH

(UPSTAIRS AT BIG D'S)

BEEF

A.M.-2 P

ALL YOU CAN EAT

ONLY s357
TUESDAY NIGHT SPAGHETTI
SUPPER

Saturday, April 4
Rough Mix
9 p.m.

SPAGHETTI 1 MEAT SAUCE
HOT GARLIC BREAD
SALAD BAR

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
S 5T

ALL FOR 3
5 P.M.-9 P.M.

FREE

FREE

CHIPS & COKE
WITH ANY
REGULAR-PRICE
FOOTLONG SUB
YOUR CHOICE

SUB COUPON
Buy 2 Short Subs
Your Choice
Gal 3rd Sub
FREE
Sam* Value
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

ONE COUPON PER SUB
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Zoologist investigates 'Dilemma in Tigerland'
Dr. Ronald Tilson, assistant director of
the Minnesota Zoological Gardens, will
lecture on the conservation of the Bengal
tiger Monday, April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
Daniel Hall Auditorium.
Tilson has conducted field studies in
both southeast Asia and southwest Africa
and has served as research curator at the
Oklahoma City Zoo. His lecture, entitled
"Dilemma in Tigerland: Conservation
Philosophy and Management Strategies
of an Endangered Species in Third World
Countries," is part of a conservation symposium sponsored by the Clemson Environmental Research Center.
"The purpose of the symposium is to increase the awareness in the Clemson
community of the stresses faced by endangered species," said Dr. Patricia
Gowaty, visiting associate professor of
biological sciences. "It is my hope that
people's love for the University's mascot
will inspire a lot of interest in this event.
We are interested in teaching conservation concerns."
Anyone desiring to meet Dr. Tilson can
schedule an appointment through the biological sciences department at 2328.

Engineering lecture
set for Tuesday
"The Monument as Engineering Art"
will be the topic of the 1987 R. C. Edwards Lecture in Science and Technology.
David Billington, engineer, author and
professor of civil engineering at Princeton
University, will deliver the free public lee-

news digest
ture Monday at 8 p.m. in Lyles Auditorium
of Lee Hall.
Using the Eiffel Tower and the St. Louis
Gateway Arch as two of the most breathtaking examples of engineering as an art
form, Billington will discuss the aesthetic
value of engineering as well as other connections between engineering and the
liberal arts.
Billington has developed curriculum
materials aimed at teaching engineeirng
to liberal arts students and has authored
three books on engineering and aesthetics.
He is an experienced structural engineer
and designer whose work includes bridges,
aircraft hangars, piers, thin-shell tanks
and missile launch facilities.
Billington's lecture at the University is
also part of the Silver Anniversary celebration of the Calhoun College honors program.

Rally Cats choose
'87- '88 squad
After a three-day clinic in Littlejohn
Coliseum last week, the 1987-1988 Rally
Cat squad was chosen.
Returning from the year's squad are:
Haven Long, Lisa Agner, Eboo Cole,
Staci Heiden, Sue Dipple, Jayne Heckert,
Kristen Ruais, and Kimberly Thonan.
New members include: Jennifer Alcott,
Mary Grady, Andrea Hunt, Noel Stipp,
Jenny Timbes, Diane Utz, and Tammy
Smith (first alternate).

M

New officers were elected on Tuesday
by the squad. They include; Haven Long
as Captain, Kristen Ruais as Co-captain,
Kimberly Thonen as uniform coordintor
and Jayne Heckert as music chairman.
The Rally Cats begin practicing next
week for competition during dance camp
this summer.

International trade
speech scheduled
It's okay to hold hands with an Arab,
according to Roger Axtell, who will give a
free public lecture at the University on
that topic April 7 at 7 p.m. in Daniel Hall
Auditorium.
Axtell's visit is sponsored by the University's program in Language and International Trade. He also will be the
featured speaker at an international trade
conference at Greenville Tech on April 8,
which is co-sponsored by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the District Export
Council, and the University. According to
Pat Wannaker, who heads the Clemson
Language and International Trade program, both the lecture at the University
and the trade conference will be beneficial
to anyone who has an interest in international travel, business or tourism.
"Even those of us who don't go anywhere can learn about how to treat guests
who visit our country," Wannamaker
said. "We tend to take it for granted that
we all have the same values and customs,
when in fact we may offend our foreign
visitors simply thorugh ignorance. We in-

w

vited Roger Axtell to the University to
the conference to share his experiences
and his knowledge of the international
community."
Anyone interested in registering for the
April 8 conference should contact Wannamaker at 656-2626.

Vaughan gives
honors lecture
Christopher Vaughan, associate professor of bioengineering at the University,
was the speaker at the Sixth Annual
Hunter Honors Lecture given last Friday
in Lee Hall.
Vaughan spoke on "A Century of
Technology in Medicine: What Lies
Ahead?" The lecture was sponsored by
the department of bioengineeing.
Two awards were presented at the lecture. The Samuel Hulbert Award was
given to Edward Berg for significant contributions to bioengineering at the
University. Berg is an orthopedic surgeon
from Columbia.
Lisa Benson was awarded the Austin
Moore Award for the outstanding graduate student in bioengineering.
The Hunter Lecture series honors 1909
Clemson graduate, engineer and inventor
Thomas Hunter. At the age of 100,
Hunter is the University's oldest living
alumnus.
At present, Vaughan is the academic
coordinator for the Bioengineering
Alliance of South Carolina with special
emphasis on the training of orthopedic
residents.

WHY HEWA PI$C0P0
EX-EAST GERMAN SWIMMER
DRINKS MILLER LITE

© 1986 Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wl

"TO KEEP
THEGIRLISH
W
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EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SPRING 1987
APRIL 27-MAY 2
CLASS TIME
8:00 MWF
8:00 MTWF
8:00 MWTHF
8:00 MTWTHF
8:00 MTTHF
8:00-9:15 TTH
8:00 TTH
9:05 MWF
9:05 MW
9:05 MF
9:05 MF
9:05 MWF, 9:30 TTH
9:05 MWF, 9:30 T
9:05 MWF, 9:30 TH
9:30-10:45 TTH
9:30 TTH
10:10 MWF
10-10 MW
10:10 WF
10:10 MF
10:10 MWF, 9:30 TTH
10:10 MWF, 9:30 T
10:10 MWF, 9:30 TH
11:00-12:15 TTH
11:00 TTH
11:15 MWF
11:15 MW
11:15 WF
11:15 MF
11:15 MWF, 11:00 TTH
11:15 MWF, 11:00T
11:15 MWF, 11:00 TH
12:20 MWF

EXAM TIME

EXAM DAY

THURSDAY
APRIL 30

1:00-4:00 P.M.

MONDAY
APRIL 27

8:00-11:00 A.M.

TUESDAY
APRIL 28

1:00-4:00 P.M.

CLASS TIME
12:20 MWF, 11:00 TTH
12:20 MWF, 11:00T
12:20 MWF, 11:00 TH

FRIDAY
MAY 1

1:00-4:00 P.M.

SATURDAY
MAY 2

1:00-4:00 P.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

MONDAY
APRIL 27

8:00-11:00 A. M.

12:30-1:45 TTH
- 12:30 TTH

SATURDAY
MAY 2

8:00-11:00 A.M.

1:25
- 1:25
1:25
1:25

WEDNESDAY
APRIL 29

8:00-11:00 A.M.

FRIDAY
MAY1

8:00-11:00 A.M.

TUESDAY
APRIL 28

8:00-11:00 A.M.

3:30-4:45 TTH
3:30 TTH
3:35 MWF
3:35 MWF, 2:00 TTH

TUESDAY
APRIL 28
THURSDAY
APRIL 30

6:30-9:30 P.M.

4:40 MWF

MONDAY, APRIL 2V6:30-9:30 P.M.

MWF
MWF, 12:30 TTH
MWF, 12:30 T
MWF, 12:30 TH

6:30-9:30 P.M.

. ALL MONDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

MONDAY
APRIL 27

6:30-9:30 P.M.

ALL TUESDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

TUESDAY
APRIL 28

6:30-9:30 P.M.

ALL WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

WEDNESDAY
APRIL 29

6:30-9:30 P.M.

THURSDSAY
APRIL 30

6:30-9:30 P.M.

- ALL THURSDAY NIGHT CLASSES
MEETING AFTER 4:40

Alpha
Gamma
Rho

EXAM TIME

THURSDAY
APRIL 30

2:00-3:15 TTH
2:00 TTH
2:30 MWF
2:30 MW, 2:00 TTH
2:30 MWF, 2:00 T
1:00-4:00 P.M.
2:30 MWF, 2:00 TH
- 2:30 MW
2:30 MF

WEDNESDAY
APRIL 29

EXAM DAY

RfiLLY 0*s
in the mm%
VALLEY ^*-^>

Pledge Car Wash
Sunday 9 a.m..4 p.m.
Highway 123

■

CRUISE SHIP JOBS AVAILABLE

Saturday, April A

SUMMER/SEASONAL/CAREER
TRAVEL, FUN, ADVENTURE, $$
SEND NAME AND ADDRESS TO:
Cruise Lines International,

*

444 Brickeli, Plaza 51353,
Miami, Florida 33131-2492

9:00 a.m.

r

Schedule of Events
"Breakfast in Clemson"
Women's Tennis vs. UNC, Sloan Tennis Center

'm GIANT *
CHOCOLATE
CHIP -#,*
* COOKIE •

11:30 a.m.

Death Valley

12:00 noon

Peddlers-Six

1981 National Championship Football Team
Recognition Ceremony

$10

free Clemson-area delivery

Annual Orange/White Spring Football Game
Death Valley

Halftime
Special-occasion
messages

Athletic Honors and Awards Ceremony

Postgame
2 p.m.

Autograph Session with 1981 Players
Clemson Baseball vs. N.C. State
Tiger Field

654-3243
654-4278
*

•

*

1

J

1

J

■>■>'■>.

b M t

* .i"
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in Greenville, S.C. this Summer

If you're coming home to Greenville this summer, hang ten and have some fun!!
Pick-up or make-up a couple of courses to lighten your fall load, and choose from
day and evening classes.
FOR FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES
FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Greenville Technical College
Summer 1987
University Transfer Course Offerings
FIRST FIVE WEEK SUMMER SESSION - Classes begin June 4 and meet daily
through July 15. There will be no classes the week of June 29-July 3. Final
exams will be given on July 15 and 17. The following courses will be offered in
the daytime.
Accounting Principles I
American Literature I
College Algebra
Elementary Spanish I
Finite Probability & Statistics
History & Appreciation of Music
Introduction to China
Microecono mics
Social Problems
Zoology

American Government
Anthropology
Discrete Mathematics
English Composition I & II
General Psychology
Human Sexual Behavior
Introduction to Sociology
Prin. of Organic Chemistry I & Lab
Western Civilization to 1689

American History 1877 - Present
Becoming a Master Student
Elementary Calculus
English Literature I
Geometry for Elementary Teachers
Intermediate Spanish I
Macroeconomics
Public Speaking
Western Civilization Since 1689

SECOND FIVE WEEK SUMMER SESSION - Students may register for these
classes on June 1,2, or July 19. Classes will begin on July 20 and, unless otherwise
noted, meet daily through August 21. Final exams will be given on August 24
and 25. Courses listed below are held in the daytime.
Accounting Principles II
American History to 1877
Botany
English Composition II
History &L Appreciation of Art
Introduction to China
Macroeconomics
Sociology of the Family

Advanced Statistics
American Literature II
College Trigonometry
Finite College Mathematics
Human Growth & Development
Introduction to Philosophy
Microeconomics
Western Civilization to 1689

American Government
Basic Multivariable Calculus
Elementary Spanish H
General Psychology
Intermediate Spanish II
Introduction to Sociology
Prin. of Organic Chemistry II & Lab

SPECIAL TERM DAY CLASSES - Classes will begin on June 4 and, unless otherwise
noted, meet daily through August 20. There will be no classes the week of June 29 July 3. Final exams will be given on August 21,24, and 25. All courses listed below
are held in the daytime.
Accounting Principles I, II
Assembler Language Program.
College Chemistry I, II 4c Labs
English Composition I, II
General Psychology
Introduction to Computing I
Prin. of Organic Chera II & Lab

Analytic Geometry & Calculus 1,11,111
Basic College Algebra
Differential Equations
English Grammar & Usage
Intermediate Computing w/Cobol
Human Microbiology
Public Speaking

**Anatomy & Physiology I, II
Biological Science I, II, III
Elementary French I
Finite Probability & Statistics
Introduction to China
Physics I, II, III
Zoology

**These courses are available for University Transfer students by contacting the Department Head,
Mr. Art McConnell.

SUMMER NIGHT CLASSES - Monday/Wednesday classes will begin June 8. Final
exams will be given on August 19. Tuesday/Thursday classes will begin June 4.
Final exams will be given on August 18.
Accounting Principles I, II
American History to 1877
Anatomy 4c Physiology II
Basic Multivariable Calculus
College Algebra
Differential Equations
English Composition I, II
Finite Probability 4t Statistics
Human Growth 4c Development
Introduction to China
Introduction to Sociology
Microeconomics
Western Civilization since 1689

Advanced Statistics
American History: 1877 - Present
Assembler Language Programming
Biological Science I
College Chemistry I, II
Discrete Mathematics
English Grammar 4c Usage
Finite College Mathematics
Human Microbology
Introduction to Computing I
Macroeconomics
Physics I, II

American Government
Analytic Geometry 4c Calc. I, II, III
Basic College Algebra
Botany
College Trigonometry
Elementary Calculus
English Literature II
General Psychology
Intermediate Computing w/Cobol
Introduction to Philosophy
Math for Elementary Ed I, II
Public Speaking

Greenville Technical College

Clemson University
Summer 1987
Evening Classes in Greenville
Transient students are welcome to enroll in any of the following Clemson
University classes at Greenville Technical College during the 1987 summer session.
ACCOUNTING 307 - Managerial Accounting - Emphasizes internal use of accounting data by the manager
in establishing plans and objectives, controlling operations, and making decisions involved with management
of an enterprise. Cannot be taken for credit by Accounting majors. Preq: ACCT 202 or 203. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30
p.m.MW)
COMPUTER SCIENCE 210 - Programming Methodology - Introduction to programming techniques and
methodology. Topics include structured programming, stepwise refinement, program design and
implementation techniques, modularization criteria, program testing and verification, basic data structures,
and analysis of algorithms. Credit may not be received for both CPSC 102 and 210. Preq: CPSC 110 or 130, or
ENGR 180, or equivalent. (4 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. TTH)
COMPUTER SCIENCE 422 - Systems Programming - A treatment of computer operating system facilities,
with special attention being given to the local system. Topics include assembly language macros, job control
language, data management, linkage editors, utilities and debugging techniques. Credit may not be received
for both CPSC 332 and 422. Preq: CPSC 330. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. TTH)
ENGINEERING 180 - Engineering Concepts - An introduction to the profession of engineering. The
engineering process, from problem formulation to the evolution of creative design, is demonstrated through
the practical application of engineering problems. The utility and significance of computing devices in
engineering practice are emphasized. Computer programming is introduced. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. TTH)
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 201 - Engineering Mechanics: Statics - Forces and force systems and their
external effect on bodies, principally the condition of equilibrium. The techniques of vector mathematics are
employed, and the rigor of physical analysis is emphasized. Preq: PHYS122. Coreq: MTHSC206. (3 credits, 6
- 8:30 p.m.TTH)
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 202 - Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics - The principal topics are
kinematics and kinetics of particles and rigid bodies of finite size. Techniques of vector mathematics are
employed. Preq: EM 201. MTHSC 206. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. TTH)
ENGLISH 302 - Public Speaking - Practical instruction in public speaking; practice in the preparation,
delivery, and criticism of short speeches. Preq: Sophomore standing. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. MW)
ENGLISH 304 - Business Writing - An introduction to business writing: memoranda, letters, reports, and
research methods. Preq: Sophomore English. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. MW)
ENGLISH 314 - Technical Writing - Intensive training in the fundamentals of technical writing: reports,
letters, and memoranda. Preq: Sophomore English. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. MW)
LAW 322 - Legal Environment of Business - The development of both state and national regulation of
business. Attention is given to the constitutional force and limitations of power, specific areas in which
governments have acted, and the regulations that have been imposed in these areas. Preq: Junior standing. (3
credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. MW)
MANAGEMENT 301 - Principles of Mangement - Mangement's role as a factor of economic production.
Functions of management, principles of organization, and behavior in organizations. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30
p.m. MW)
MARKETING 301 - Principles of Marketing - Principles and concepts involved in planning, pricing,
promoting, and distributing goods and services. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. TTH)
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 301 - Statistical Theory and Methods - Principal topics include elementary
probability theory, discrete and continuous random variables, expected values normal distribution, chi-square
distribution, t-distribution, F-distribution, tests of hypotheses, point and interval estimation, curve fitting. Preq:
MTHSC 106 OR 207 OR 210. (3 credits, 6 - 8:30 p.m. MW)
The fee for each 3 semester-hour course is $204 for South Carolina residents. Registration will be held on the
Greenville Tech campus on May 28 from 5 - 7:30 p.m. Classes will begin on June 1 and end on August 5 with a
one-week holiday from June 29 through July 3. All courses are taught by regular Clemson University faculty
members. Students who desire to take one or more of these courses for transfer back to their home institution
should contact the Clemson at Greenville Tech office for an Undergraduate Transient Application form.

5^ CLEMSON

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR OUR SUMMER TRANSIENT INFORMATION PACKET AND "CATCH THE
WAVES"1N GRLEiWILLETHIS SUMMER
•In S.C. call toll-free 1-800-922-1183
or write:
Greenville Technical College,P.O. Box 5616,Greenville, S.C.;29606-561^attn: Information Center
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Campus Bulletin
tional information come by or call the
YMCA at 656-2460.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Civil Engineering Abroad participants
will meet Thursday, April 9, at 7 p.m. in
115 Lowry Hall. Professor Jacques Macy
will talk about his travels in France.

A YMCA Red Cross Advanced LifeSaving course will be offered beginning
Saturday, April 11, from 10-12 at Fike
Recreation Center. This course is open to
persons who are at least 15 years old and
who possess strong swimming skills. Stop
by the YMCA to sign up, or call 656-2460
for more information.

Attention new thought students: The
Unity Church of Practical Christianity
has a study group which meets every
Wednesday night at 7:30, Stockman
House, 117 Sloan Street, Clemson. If you
are agreeable with new thought churches
such as design science, Christian science,
science of mind or unity and would like to
associate with like-minded people, please
join us for prayer, bible study, and fellowship. Now studying metaphysical interpretation of the New Testament. For
more information call Marilyn Gowan at
882-4056.

The Clemson YMCA offers a Social
Dance Class on Mondays from 7:30 to
9 p.m. at the Holtzendorff YMCA Center.
Teen and adult couples learn the basics of
popular dances including beach shag.
Couples may register at the YMCA office.
Call 656-2460 for more information.
The Clemson YMCA is organizing a
CPR class. For more information, call
656-2460 or stop by the Holtzendorff
YMCA Center on campus.

Pre-Phamacy Majors: Dr. Farid Sadik,
Associate Dean of the College of Pharmacy at the University of South Carolina,
will be on campus on Monday, April 6, in
the Jordan Room, from 9 a.m.-12 noon
and from 1-3 p.m. All students interested
in a career in pharmacy are invited to drop
by to talk with Dr. Sadik.

For the April meeting of the Sierra
Club, the Foothills Group will listen to
Dr. Sidney Gautheraux talk about Bird
Migration and Its Relationship to Conservation. Dr. Gauthreaux is a professor of
Zoology at Clemson University. The
public is invited to attend. The meeting
will be held at the Unitarian Fellowship,
303 Pendleton Rd., Clemson on April 7,
8 p.m. For more information call Merrill
Palmer (654-5604) or Bernie Lowry
(647-6057).

Sign-ups for End-of-the-semester Airport Shuttles begin today! Shuttles will
run at 6 p.m. Friday, May 1,6 p.m. Saturday, May 2, and from 11 a.m.-6 p.m., Sunday May 3. Those students needing rides
at earlier times should notify the Information Desk. Stop by and sign-up today!

CLASSIFIEDS

FOREIGN STUDENT: Get a job
before you graduate and stay in U.S.
under new law. Send $19.95 for this stepby-step guide. Young & Co., P.O. Box
241090, Memphis, TN 38124-1090.
SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AID
available for college, graduate school,
Scholarship
Matching
Center,
1-800-USA-1221, ext. 6132.
NEED A ROOM for next fall semester.
Within walking distance from campus.
Call 656-8280.
ATTENTION ENGINEERS AND
MATH MAJORS: FOR SALE:
HEWLETT-PACKARD HP-41CV-Total
$140.00. Includes 380 of software. Call
654-8435 after 6 p.m.
Why rent? 1984 14x52 front and rear
bedroom, all electric trailer with appliances and shed, in clean park near campus for $8,900 or best offer. Call 654-2777
or 656-3287.
SUMMER WORK: Gain great experience; make $1430/mo.. Build Resume;
Meeting on Tuesday April 7, 1987 in
Room 807 (two floors above loggia). Times
are 12:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m. Please
be on time.
Finally graduating, must sell earthly
possessions (all in great shape): small
couch, loveseat, dresser, end tables,
bookshelf, queen size mattress (like new),
chairs, bike, etc. If interested call Dave at
654-8301 evenings.

The Alpha Delta Pi sorority of Winthrop College is having its annual teeter
totter marathon to benefit the Ronald
MacDonald House. The event will be held
at the McDonald's on Cherry Road in
RockhilL

FOUND: Pulsar man's watch at south
side of Calhoun Court before Spring
Break. Leave description of watch, name,
address or phone number in Box 3585
University Station.

LOST: PARAKEET (green). Near
Bradley Hall. If found please call
656-7527.

The Clemson University YMCA has the
following positions available for summer
Day Camp: Arts and Crafts director,
Boating director, and Kindercamp director. Applications are being taken at
Holtzendorff YMCA Center. For addi-

FOR RENT OR SALE: Three bedroom
Townhouse, VA bath, fireplace, spacious
master, game room, deck, large yard,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher. 200
Charleston, Clemson. Kids are OK. No
pets. Lease. References. $450. Call collect
(404) 879-1834 or local 882-2665.

Earn $480 weekly—$60 per hundred circulars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home
and participate in our Company project
mailing circulars and assembling
materials. Send stamped self-addressed
envelope to JBK Mailcompany, P.O. Box
25 Castaic, California, 91310.

IF YOU'RE HAVING
PIZZA, WHY NOT
HAVE THE BEST

JUNIORS/SENIORS/GRAD
STUDENTS: MANAGE on-campus
MARKETING programs for Fortune 500
Companies. Excellent BUSINESS opportunity. Call Campus Dimensions. Gene or
Michelle. 1-800-592-2121.
FOR RENT a three-bedroom home, 108
Clemson Street, central heat and AC, new
kitchen appliances, perfect for three
students. $390 per month. (404) 886-9451;
August-August; Lease required.
NINE-MONTH LEASE AVAILABLE.
Two bedroom, one bath. $435. Three
bedroom two bath with fireplace $625.
Walking distance to campus. 654-6065,
654-4345.
Are you broke this time of year? Get
business experiences this summer; Make
$347/wk. Call Kenneth for appointment.
654-7612.
Karen Greene and Dawn Chavis have
moved to Heads Up! Give us a call . . .
654-8829.
PERSONALS
Some Girl. Flag me down and we'll talk.
Mr. Honda XL (DK).
Spaz (and JM), Thanks a bunch for running the Greenville Airport Shuttle Service. I really appreciate it. Hope you are
feeling better Spaz. How are the kids? CB
To my little signet: Looking forward to
a walk under the Hawaiian moon! Love,
Tall, dark and handsome.
Waterski buff, Are you ready to take
another chance on me? Confucius say man
with patience and understanding gets
just reward, Busy and dizzy brunette.
Mick—Have a great weekend! S.M.
Faria—Thanks for your help in Russian
Politics. Become a republican, being a
democrat isn't getting you anywhere. JC
for Reagan!

"The Tiger"
needs a
Circulation Manager.
Call 2150 for more information.

The Johnston House
Females Only

Rooms for Rent
Summer & Fall Sessions
$160 per month, includes utilities
Kitchen and laundry privileges
Walking distance from campus
114 Wigington St. • 654-7208
IF YOU'VE NEVER TRIED PIZZA HUT® PIZZA, USE THE
COUPON BELOW TO TRY THE BEST. IF YOU'VE HAD
OUR PIZZA, TREAT YOURSELF TO BIG SAVINGS ON
YOUR FAVORITE PIZZA HUT® PIZZA OR PRIAZZO®
ITALIAN PIE. COUPON VALID FOR DINE-IN, CARRYOUT,

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL

OR FREE DELIVERY (LIMITED DELIVERY AREA).
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS FOR AMOUNT OF PURCHASE
ONLY. MUST HAVE PROPER IDENTIFICATION.

International & Domestic Ticketing
Personal & Corporate Travel
Instant Computerized Airline Reservations & Ticketing

$2.50 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
$1.50 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
50C OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA

• Amtrak • Eurail / Britrail Passes • Vacation Planning •
• Group Travel Service • Honeymoon Planning •
• Represent all Cruise Lines and Airlines •
• Meeting Planning • Low Fare Options •

VALID FOR DINE-IN, CARRYOUT, OR DELIVERY
ONLY AT CLEMSON PIZZA HUT® RESTAURANT.
PLEASE MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
■ONE COUPON PER PIZZA. NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS.

DINE-IN / TAKE-OUT 654-8692
Expires 4/17/87

DELIVERY 654-8646

1/20 Cent Cash Redemption Value © 1987

Pizza Hut, Inc.

"Your One Stop Travel Shop"

654-3890

-Hut

We Accept
Major
Credit Cards

In S.C. 1-800-327-9834
Outside S.C. 1-800-225-1711

I'ltHHB
101-A East Tiger Blvd. Clemson, S.C. 29631
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Suicide — always a 'cop-oiit
Editor's Note: The names in
this story have been changed at
the subjects' requests.
"I didn't want to want to die,
but that's the way I felt."
Stacey, 21, is a former Clemson student but is now majoring
in psychology at Coastal
Carolina. She recently received
early admissions to the Medical
University of South Carolina's
physical therapy program.
Stacey has her own car, lives in
an apartment with three friends
and has enough money to live
comfortably.
But a year ago, Stacey's home
was the South Carolina State
Mental Hospital after she attempted suicide twice in four
months. She spent three weeks
in the hospital before she and her
doctors felt that she- was^Badyx
to face life on the outbid
"The hospital w&sj&
get away to," SteceVijaMif
mitted myself mto"tjtojsp!
because I knew that wasrof
way I was going to get-nllpv
Stacey is a former, Gietlaa
student whose family prob|
and emotional problems led
to often contemplate and twic
attempt suicide. "I didn't think ]
was worth anything," she said.
"I just got to the point that I
couldn't take it anymore."
But getting to that point
didn't happen overnight. Becoming suicidal was something that
developed over years. And it all
began with her family.
"I was the stable one in the
family," Stacey began. "I was
the one who had to kick my
father out of the house; I was the
one who got hit by my sister's
husband when I was taking up
for her; I was the one who went
through my brother's drug addiction."
During her sophomore year at
Clemson, Stacey learned that her
father was having an affair, so
she threw him out of the house.
Stacey's mother then had problems accepting the break-up of

a lot with her. Threats of suicide
her marriage. Stacey's sister had
In mid-October of her junior
were common, and conversations
recently gotten married, and year, Stacey was put into a prioften ended in arguments and hurt
became pregnant a few months vate mental hospital in Columbia
feelings. Cathy saw a lot of
later. Stacey's new brother-in- by her mother. "I'm a psycholchanges in Stacey after her famlaw was not receptive to the idea ogy major, and I knew her proceily problems began. "When I
of a baby and wanted his wife to dure was the wrong one for me,"
first met Stacey, I was a freshhave an abortion. This led to the Stacey said. "All they [the
man and she was a sophomore.
break-up of their marriage. And, medical personnel] did was let
Stacey sort of took me under her
on top of all that, Stacey's me sleep."
wing. But then, she didn't want
brother became addicted to coAfter spending five days in Come to have other friends. She
caine.
lumbia, Stacey returned to Clemalways came to me and talked to
"I was strong for them, not for son with all of the problems she
me about her problems. And I
myself," Stacey said. "My self- started with and no solutions.
sat there and I listened, but then
esteem and self-concept centered In mid-November, Stacey at>
it just got to be so much that I
around them—I didn't think I tempted suicide for the first
couldn't handle it."
was worth living just for myself. time. Linda, who found Stacey
These were the same senti"MyJjwathertold me, 'I don't after she had cut her wrists, dements of Linda and Mary. The
Innilyw 11II[ I ffTinhljli» without scribes the incident:
problems that Stacey had were
yoyT I Just could
"It was my birthday, and
way beyond the realm of "norfself from my*$wpiy.
another friend and I
mal" college problems, and her
FTheW, durinS^fthe summer* went ~ra*i»5ack's. I was having
friends, though they wanted deslefore her juffitH^year, Stack's proirtSBls Jwfth^a guy I was
perately to help Stacey, weren't
cousin, Bob,\£*fttmitted snicljpe. daliAg, but I didi?ra)git to talk
able to relate to her problems.
■Bob/s death^Jorought S»3ey's lAj?tacey aboiuVjgjj gfcwe got
"Stacey is so smart," Mary
1 suicidal ideas even closawEb the
i the dorm. We (Linda and
said. "I mean, she is absolutely
| surface.
wo coufBte were "Sj&cey] got.
brilliant. When she was going
close in age i d in thsirrllation- ""y^eit thing
ship. Stat
through all of this, her GPR
thougnti| turned | ben a lkn]
wu-dfo
stayed above a 3.5—my grades
ng in her cousin's the roor
wont-down a lot. If she really had
*Jbut cou
atiter}- to commit suicide., she
different** |"WeL
cei
Stacey*"' eVerywbfefje Look
£«$
of finally jfoii
a: in\ at

oC'SL.*

friSttre^.s^--1
StabaU?
she was reac
«r*|u2M^h&>^o "
point. Since heV fi
sW^'>eMn«£
from stable, Stacey tu
friends for support. Ttire
■*?
friends, Cathy, Linda and Jennyf
provided the most support for She says "yes,
d
Stacey. Acting as sounding don't think so.
boards, the girls listened end"At times, I really jraf
ida oTStfeSB^^^o^ening conlessly to Stacey, often suggest- die," Stacey said. "But onjpShTn**
ing professional counseling as a that kept me from tayiirep»eall3P'\, dition). The se^jmf'altempt was
much like the first. Stacey tried
way of dealing with it. Stacey hard to do it was my brother. He
to cut her wrists (only this time
shunned the advice and often told me that if I committed suiwith a razor blade) after she felt
turned away from her friends.
cide, he would too.
excluded from a conversation.
Again, the cuts weren't deep
"It hurt me more to talk to
"Another thing that really
enough to cause serious damage,
them because I knew I was hurt- bothered me was that my aunt
but enough to warrant an alling them," Stacey said. "All I
and uncle, Bob's parents, came
night fiasco with Linda.
ever talked about was Bob, and to me and said that what he had
how I felt. Then I became cold done was a 'cop-out,' and that I
and indifferent. I pushed every- better not ever do it. That really
At the state hospital, Stacey
one away; I just wanted to be left bothered me a lot."
was able to talk to counselors
alone."
Stacey's friends went through and to other female patients who

SIGNALS OF SUICIDE
increased irritability
decrease in socialization with friends
and family
change in sleep patterns
change in appetite
giving away of possessions
abrupt change in personality
increased drug and alcohol use
specific suicide threats

knew what she was going
through—she was finally able to
talk to someone who understood.
"These women were older than
me, but they understood my feelings better than anyone, even
more than the counselors, because they were going through
the same thing," Stacey said.
"They knew what it felt like—the
counselors didn't."
Stacey also had a change of attitude while she was in Columbia. She realized that the most
important thing for her was to
live for herself. "I'll never turn
away from my family, but I'm
living for myself now, not for
them," Stacey said.
Following Stacey's release
from the state hospital, she went
to live with an aunt and uncle
(not Bob's parents) in Myrtle
Beach. Prior to her admittance
to the hospital, Stacey would call
her Aunt Jenny in tears, upset
about her problems at home and
Bob's death. "It was very difficult on the family," Aunt Jenny
said. "Stacey's mother did
everything she could to help her,
the doctor's told her that the
^bjJstHs&jng to do was to leave
-S^tacey alope and let her work out
her own.
*amily problems
better, Stacey
•se. She felt like she
anymore. Stacey
abkto be helping someihe couldn't help them,
le relt alone and depressed."
But all of this happened over a
year ago. Stacey's family and
friends see her changing back
into her old self. "I talked to
Stacey last night for the first
time in months," said Mary,
Tuesday. "It was the best conversation we've had in a long
time. We laughed and joked
around ... just like we used to."
And what does Stacey say
now? "Who I was two years ago
is different than who I am now.
Getting help was the first thing I
had done for myself in a long
time, and it was the best thing I
ever did."
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Counselors identify stresses
"A number of people attempt suicide
because they don't know what else to
do—they believe it's their only way of getting out."
Barbara Barham, a nursing professor at
Clemson, does marriage, family and individual counseling in her practice in
Anderson. Barham has dealt with many
individuals who experienced severe bouts
of depression and contemplated or attempted suicide.
"Suicidal people feel completely
without hope," Barham said. "They are
so depressed that they don't have enough
emotional energy to really plan out a suicide. They feel isolated and alone, whether
they are or not."
Stresses that may cause suicidal feelings are alcohol, drug or physical abuse,
desertion by parent, death or serious illness of family member, moves, difficulty
in school or loss of important relationship.
Whether these factors bring on suicidal
feelings is another story.
"The determining factors for whether
these or other stresses bring about
suicidal thoughts depends on these three
things: (1) the number of simultaneous
stresses; (2) the effectiveness of present
coping skills; and (3) types of available
support," Barham said.
The problem with young people being
suicidal is that, because they are inexperienced, they don't realize that things
can get better. Barham recommends that
if you have a friend who is under a great
deal of stress, such as the stresses mentioned above, to talk to them. "Don't
react negatively to a friend who may be
suicidal," she said. "This negative

response may make thei
isolated and alofle.
*
"Also, don't be afraid td
they are suicidal. If they are|
be putting the idea in thei)
they are, then y<?u can%ncoJ
get help."
One of the ways to get hell
son campus is to go to the Cl
Career Planning'Centef. Drj
son, a staff counselor, has I
in dealing with suicidal colll
"Suicide is the second hi/
death among college studd
said. "And suicides can gol
For instance, 'copy cat' suic
one incident seepis to triggl
similar suicides) happen foj
then they fizzle out.
"Seven years ago at Corn!
there was a large number f
which students would jumpl
into a river that had a lot ol
side." Vinson said that aftel
attempted it and wer* suc<f
ing themselves, a lot of peol
Men and women differ in f
of suicide. Men tend to
violent means o£ending the
guns, knives or hanging,
other hand, according to
more passive means of suj
taking pills or pbison. *
Half of the people who ad
use pills, Vinson said. And
those left cut themselves
The rest of the* suicide attj
are generally the men,
violent methods of suicide.
Over the years, the pre
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t,' never the right answer
\ Greenville Helpline 'not a cure-all, but a cure link-up'
When some people think of a
"hotline" they may picture the
red phone that the President has
in the Oval Office. Well, the
hotline, actually called a
"helpline," that is serving the
Greenville-area does not connect
Resident Reagan to the Russian
Premier Mikhail Gorbachev—it
connects people reaching out for
help to someone who listens and
understands.
"The Helpline is a referral—a
voice of compassion, a kindling
of a person's own inner strength
and a reminder that there are
other options available other
than suicide," said an instructor
on campus. Because of his confidential dealings with several
students, this instructor,
hereafter known as Smith, asked
not to be identified.
•The Greenville Helpline, which
receives all types of crisis calls,
not calls just suicidal in nature,
had 20,000 people call last year.
OT that number, 824 were an active suicide (a person who was
about to attempt suicide while on
the phone).
There is no way to know how
many, if any, calls come directly
from Clemson, but according to
Smith, "there are quite a few
calls from Pickens County."
Last year there 122 active
suicide calls in the 0-20-years-old
age range. In the 20-30-years-old
age range, there were 240 active
suicide calls. Most Clemson
students fall into one of these
two age categories, which happen
to be two of the fastest-growing
suicide age groups. According to
statistics, the young (high school
a*d college age) and the elderly
are the most likely groups to attempt suicide.
Smith has worked with students on campus who have attempted or contemplated suicide.
"Within the last 14 months, I
have worked with 3 or 4 students
wlio attempted suicide or were on

the brink of attempting it," he
said. "One student actually had a
knife in their hand, and called me
for help."
The major difference between a
counselor and a hotline worker is
the hotline worker is there to
listen and refer the caller to a professional, not necessarily give
specific guidance as a professional does. Although he hated
using "Ma Bell" as, an example,
Smith said the telephone company's motto, "Reach out and
touch someone" described what
a hotline worker does—reaching
out to understand the pain of a
stranger and to offer comfort.
"Here at Clemson, many people overlook a preventive stage—
a steaming-out phase," Smith
said. "Students become severely
depressed because all their
mechanisms break down. Their
self-reliance is gone.
"Everyone at some point in
time looks in the mirror and
deosn't like what they see. That's
when suicidal thoughts may
come up."
According to Smith, people
generally hide and stifle a lot of
their feelings. "We're trained to
do that," he said. "It's hard for
people to come out and reach for
help.
"That's what makes suicide attractive. It's a final show of
force—it's the wrong decision
and conclusion, but at the time it
can seem attractive. People need
to learn that it's OK to cry; it's OK
to say, 'I'm angry'; and from that
point on, try to reach out for
help."
Friends can be a very useful
tool at this time. Just having
someone to listen to the problems and the anger can make a
world of difference. Unfortunately, our society is not made up
of the world's greatest listeners.
"It's crucial at this point that a
persons contemplating suicide
find someone to listen: they are

NUMBERS TO CALL
Counseling and Career Planning
Center
656-2451
Psychological Services
656-2239
Redfern Health Center
656-2233
Greenville Helpline ....... 271-0220
Clemson University Police . 656-2222

finally letting someone help, and
that support is needed."
Smith describes college as a
"bubble period of independence."
Parents are still there, yet college
students have to take some responsibility for their own actions. "The real trauma often,
comes at the end of the senior
year, right before graduation,
when some family support is
seemingly dropped. There is a
trauma in assessing self."
Investigator Thea McCrary of
the University Police Department said that the two main
groups she sees because of suicidal attempts are seniors and

freshmen. "Seniors become
scared right before graduation,"
McCrary said. "And freshmen
seem to have troubles throughout their first year."
McCrary said that the police
department runs into something
"two or three times a semester.
This semester, there have been
no reported suicides on campus.
"One year, we had five suicides
in five months. But that's
unusually high."

sometimes," McCrary said. "Our
main purpose is to get the person
to the proper help."
Help is available to those persons in a crisis situation. That's
what the Helpline, and other
agencies are for—to show persons contemplating suicide that
there are other options available
to them. "We all have breaking
points," Smith said. "Students
just need to recognize their own
danger signals."

Like Helpline volunteers, police
officers act as the link between
students and counselors. "We
step out of our police roles

The volunteers at the Helpline
listen and offer options to
suicide. "We're not a cure-all, but
a cure link-up."

ises behind suicides
I make them feel more
be afraid to ask them if
. If they aren't, you won't
iea in their head. And if
i can Encourage them to
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rs, the press and other

forms of media have "glamorized" suicide. "The more it's talked about, the
more people begin to believe it's a viable
alternative," Vinson said. "The press
doesn't show both sides of the coin. For
instance, they seldom show the real victims—the family."
Attempting suicide is often a cry for attention. "What many people don't think
about is that, if they succeed in attempting suicide, they won't be around to enjoy
the attention," Vinson said. "There are
much better ways to cope with stress than
suicide. There are always options."
Professional help such as a crisis or
suicide prevention center, physician,
clergy, mental health center or school
counselor can reduce the stresses involved in the suicidal person's life
the most important things in dealing with
a person who is suicidal is communication. Let that person know that there are
people who care and are concerned about
his well-being. Listening is an important
part of understanding why a person has a
desire to end their life.
"A person who talks about or attempts
suicide needs therapuetic attention,"
Vinson said:
Barham said that counseling is one of
the best ways to deal with suicidal tendencies. "Medication can also help when a
person is extremely depressed," she said.
But the most important part of helping
a suicidal person is stressing that things
can get better. "People contemplating suicide need to gain a realistic understanding
that things can get better, and that help is
available," Barham said. "Death is never
the answer."

Feelings of isolation and depression are often the first signs that a person is contemplating suicide.

Stories by Kim Norton
Photo by Eric Freshwater
Graphic by Kevin McKinley
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GREENVILLE - SPARTANBURG
SHUTTLE

Sign Ups Begin Today

-OINAMITTJe

David and
the Outsiders
April 3 and 4
9 p.m.-12 a.m.
Edgar's
$1

e new University Union Board
has been elected. The Board is excited
about the upcoming year and welcomes
everyone to stop by the Information Desk
and get more information about joining
the Union committees.
Officers
President: Ellen Parsons
Vice-President: Andrew Biddiscombe
Secretary: Cathy Colquhoun
Member-at-Large: Todd Brandes
Member-at-Large: Glenn Pritchard
Committee Chairmen:
College Bowl: Eric Bushnell
Central Dance and Concert (CDCC): Yolanda Chiles
Coffeehouse: Claudia Johnson
Short Courses: Oscar Smalls
Outdoor Recreation: Chip Smith
Films and Video: Jim Raines
Travel: Kathy McManus
Public Relations: Kristie Trethewey
Speakers Bureau: Curt Bair
Special Events: Julie Norton
Cultural: Eric Lee

OUTDOOR REC

Spring Reggae Fest
The Meditations
April 10
8:30 p.m.-12 a.m.
Amphitheater
FREE

Canoe Trip
April 11-12-S39.95
Enjoy two days of canoeing on the Tuckasegee and Nantahala
River with a night of camping beside the water.
Cost includes four meals, transportation and equipment.

COFFEEHOUSE
DEL SUGGS
April 7
9-11 p.m.
Edgar's
$1
A curious blend of Acoustic Rock, Blues, Pop
and Folk Music . .. with a sunburn.

Y-MOVIES

Stand By Me
April 2, 3, 4
7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
$1.50

Caddyshack
Sunday, April 5
7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
FREE with University I.D.

SHORT COURSE
BODY MASSAGE
April 9, 16 •

$15

College Night at
OVER GEORGIA
Friday, April 24
Tickets: $10 per person
TWO GREAT DAYS FOR ONE GREAT PRICE!
For More Details Come by the Information Desk
in the Loggia

TRAVEL CENTER
—Make your plane
reservations for home now!
—Plan your summer vacation
or honeymoon!
—Discount tickets for Six Flags
and Carowinds are now
available. Both parks are
now open on Saturday and
Sunday.
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Features
Botanical Garden more than just plants
by John Padgett
staff writer
If you've been walking in the Horticultural Gardens lately, there's a chance you
walked past a shortia galacifolia and
didn't even know it.
Commonly known as Oconee Bells, it is
only one of many wildflowers growing in
the Clemson University Botanical
Garden, located near the fire station on
Perimeter Road.
A walk through the gardens is a world
away from the academic world of laboratories, lecture halls and computer rooms.
Here is something natural, a world inhabited by friendly—and occasionally
noisy—ducks and other birds, bamboo
thickets, gently rolling hills covered with
pine straw and wildflowers, pine trees and
hardwoods for shade.
Oconee Bells are rare and endangered
wildflowers that have only been found in
Oconee and Pickens counties, Transylvania County, N.C., and in mainland
China. David Bradshaw, associate professor of horticulture and director of the
Garden, describes it as having "glossy
evergreen leaves with flowers that look
like nodding white bells."
"It was discovered 200 years ago in
Oconee and Pickens County and was then
lost for 138 years before it was re-discovered," Bradshaw said.
In addition to the walks through wildflower gardens and arboreta, a two-acre
flower and turf display garden allows visitors to check out types of turf while enjoying looking at flowers.
"One thing unique about our gardens is
that we don't have signs that say 'please
don't walk on grass,'" Bradshaw said.
E "In ours, you have to walk on the grass to
see the flowers."
This allows visitors to feel the texture of
different types of grasses, to see how each
holds up and to try the variety they find
most appealing.
"We usually tell people that the
gardens are more than just a pretty place
to go," Bradshaw said. "In fact, the
gardens are a facility for mass public
education.
"It's an outdoor teaching labora-

tory—almost every horticulture class we
teach at Clemson spends some time there
gaining valuable hands-on experience.
"It's also a research facility where we
conduct various turfgrass studies, ornamentals and nutrition research and plant
evaluation."
Through the USDA Plant Introduction
Program, Bradshaw receives plants from
all over the world that are sent to various
research facilities to determine if they can
grow in different climates. "Eighty percent of our ornamentals comes from other
countries," Bradshaw said.
The Botanical Garden is more than just
a garden, however. In addition to large
collections of holly, azalea, camellia,
rhododendron, wildflowers and assorted
ornamentals in the arboretum, there is a
pioneer complex showcasing primitive
structures from around the state.
"The two-story Hunt Cabin was built
between 1830 and 1850 in upper Oconee
County," Bradshaw said. "It was disassembled and put near where Hanover
House is now located. Eighty years ago it
was moved to its present location."
The Grist Mill is made up of three different mills from this area, including one
that "used to be an Indian trading post
before South Carolina had counties."
Since Christmas, the Garden has nearly
tripled in size. The Horticultural Garden's
original 73 acres were joined by 75 acres
of arboretum from the College of Forestry
and another 60 acres between the
Garden and Highway 76 to form a total
of 208 acres under the name of the Clemson University Botanical Garden.
"A special endowment fund has been
created to help support the gardens,"
Bradshaw said. "Anyone who wishes to
donate money can contact me in the
department of horticulture."
The Garden is easy to find—just
follow Perimeter Road away from campus
east toward Pendleton. The red Southern
Railways caboose, a gift from a member
of the Class of 1939, has marked the entrance to the Garden since the fall of
1972.
"The gardens are really a University
asset," Bradshaw said. "They're here for
everyone to enjoy."

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

The University Botanical Garden
on Perimeter Road has much more
than just flowers. The Grist Mill
(above) has some parts in it from old
grist mills in South Carolina, including the Price Mill, the oldest
mill in the state.

A large part of the Garden's popularity is the numerous variety of
flowers. Yellow daffodils (right) are in
bloom and dot the 208 acres between the Garden and Highway 76.

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

New Miss Clemson

Beauty realizes dream
by Jim Hennessey
managing editor

Eric Freshwater/head photographer

Although crowned Miss Clemson University only four
days ago, Wanda Connelly has already begun her duties as a
Clemson representative. Connelly, a junior English major
from Prosperity, recently transferred to Clemson from USC.

"If I had to sum up the entire
experience in one word, it would
have to be 'wonderful.'"
That's how Wanda Connelly, a
junior English major from Prosperity, described her crowning as
Miss Clemson University 1987
Monday night in Tillman Hall.
"This is something that all little girls dream about," Connelly
said. "It's the best feeling imaginable. It's just great."
Connelly said that being
named Miss Clemson is very
special since she just transferred
to the University in January.
"I transferred to Clemson this
semester from the University of
South Carolina," Connelly said.
"This is just what I needed to get
that last bit of garnet out of my
blood.
"This breaks the bonds forever. I really feel like I'm part of
Clemson University now."
Connelly sees her role as Miss
Clemson not only as a figurehead, but also as an ambassador
for the University.
"As Miss Clemson it will be
my job to represent the University to the best of my ability," she
said. "I hope to spend the next
year spreading good news about
the University through my work.
I hope to help attract good
students to the University, and
help promote a school that we are
all proud to be a part of."
Wanda admitted that preparing for the pageant did not re-

"This is just what
I needed to get that
last bit of garnet out
of my blood."
Wanda Connelly
Miss Clemson 1987

quire as much time for her as it
may have for other contestants.
"Thank goodness I had a lot of
what I needed for the pageant
already, like gowns and sportswear, since I had been in other
pageants," she said. "I spent a
lot of time though working on the
talent portion of the program."
Connelly, a member of the University Chorus and Madrigal
Singers, sang the Neil Diamond
hit "September Morn" for the
talent competition.
"I spent spring break on tour
with the University Chorus and
at every church and hall available between here and Orlando,
Fla., my accompanist and I were
practicing," Connelly said.
"I also started doing some ex-

ercises before going to bed to get
back into shape," she said. "I
also had to quit eating sweets
and drinking beer."
Connelly said the response to
her selection has been incredible.
"I've gotten calls, flowers and
balloons from friends and
family," Connelly said. "I've
even gotten messages from
friends in high school that I
haven't spoken to in years.
Everyone has been very supportive.
"Most of all I want to thank
my boyfriend," she said. "He has
been at Clemson for four years
and he is very attached to the
University, so sharing this moment with him has been very
special."
The theme of this year's pageant was "Moments to Remember," and Connelly will have her
own moments to remember from
Monday's pageant.
"There are a couple of things
I'll always remember from Monday night," Connelly said. "First
will be my accompanist Ted
Munn, who couldn't see the music
during my talent performance
because the lights were turned
down too low.
"Another memory will be my
friends from chorus standing up
and cheering 'Wamba Wanda,' a
nickname that I got at Walt
Disney World. But the most important memory will be all the
new friends I made during the
past few weeks. That's what
made the entire pageant a
memorable moment."
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Are diamonds really a girl's best friend?
Marlene Faria
staff writer
It's springtime again, and not
only is it baseball season, but it is
also diamond season. That is
good news to those women who
are expecting an expensive piece
of carbon this spring, but for the
men who will have to make the
purchase—well, they most likely
wish it was just baseball season.
There is good news, however.
Mrs. William Bargelt, of Bargelt's
Jewelers in the Lakeview Plaza
Mall, said a quality diamond of
a half-carat can be bought for a
mere $1,200 to $2,000. For those
who think this price is a bit
steep, some additional information may help.
"Larger doesn't mean better,
and a half-carat diamond is a
good sized diamond," Mrs.
Bargelt explained. "You can get
a larger stone for the same
money, but the quality will be
questionable."
For those who know nothing
about diamonds but may have to,
there are four C's when discussing diamonds: cut, clarity, color,
and carat. The knowledge of each
of these four C's is important
when it comes time to choose a
diamond.
Cut is the shape and precision
through which a rough diamond
is transformed. There are six
types of cuts (or shapes): brilliant
(the traditional round cut), oval,
marquise, emerald, pear and
heart. The diamond is cut in the
direction of the grain, and its
final shape is important in terms
of a woman's preference.
Clarity refers to the absence of
serious flaws in the diamond.
"A feather looks just like a real
feather, but it is not a serious
flaw unless it is large," Mrs.
Bargelt said. "Carbon spots are
black spots in the diamond put
there by nature. Unless the spots
are large enough to be seen by

the naked eye, they are not
serious.
"Cleavage is a spfil in the
stone, which is the worst thing to
have in it, for if the diamond is
hit accidentally in the same direction in which the cleavage runs,
the stone will shatter and turn to
dust."
Color refers to the body color of
the stone and not the colors
reflecting off from light. It is difficult to distinguish between the
color of the stone and the sparkle
from light, but color can be determined by comparing two or three
stones at once.
Carat is the total weight of the
stone. It is divided into 100
points, and the carat of the diamond is more important to some
people than others. A smaller diamond with less flaws is worth
more than a larger one with
several flaws in it, even if they
are not readily apparent.
"If a woman intends to keep
the diamond and wishes to have
a larger stone, then the flaws are
not all that important, Mrs.
Bargelt said. "If she ever wants
to trade it in, however, she would
be better off with a smaller but
better quality stone."
According to Richard Warner,
assistant professor of geology,
the world's number one producer
of diamonds in South Africa.
"The largest diamond was found
in South Africa in 1905 and
weighed 3,106 carats," Warner
said. "It was found in the
Premier Mine in South Africa.
Most diamonds are found in
streams, along with the sediment
on the bottom, because diamonds
are very heavy," he said. "The
diamonds are then traced from
the stream in the hopes of finding a mine. The original form of
a diamond is a kimberlite, which
is volcanic rock."
Warner added that Siberia,
Brazil and India are also large
producers of diamonds, and that

Perry Dillard/staff photographer

Picking out a diamond ring can be a time consuming
process because of the many styles and sizes to choose
from (above). Cluster rings also come in different styles,
such as the heart-shaped cluster (right).
diamonds are not commonly
found in the United States.
"There are some in Arkansas,
and some have been found in
streams in the Appalachians, but
no kimberlites have been found
there," he explained.
The best place for a person to
find a diamond is in a jeweler's
store. It may be a bit more expensive than sifting through steams
in the Appalachians, but it is certainly less hassle. "A customer
needs to find someone he can
trust when purchasing a diamond. It may cost a little more,
but the ouslitv ■will bp fnr

superior at a jeweler's shop in
which the owner's reputation is
involved, "Mrs. Bargelt said.
For those men contemplating
making the "big purchase," keep
in mind Mrs. Bargelt's advice;
know the four C's, and above all,
do not panic over price.
Don'trush off to Siberia in search
of one. Find a reputable jeweler,
and keep a price range in mind.
Any woman worth marrying
won't refuse it because it's not
large enough. A diamond does
not have to be large in order to be
special.

Perry Dillard/siaff photographer

SUNSHINE
CYCLE SHOP
654-B ICY

CLEMSON, S.C.

M-F
Sat.

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

FREE BICYCLE
REGISTER TO WIN A NISHIKI 10-SPEED
BY TEST RIDING A NEW BICYCLE
DRAWING TO BE HELD APRIL 4

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
IN DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

WALKING DISTANCE
FROM CAMPUS
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Poultry science, human anatomy not so far apart
by Gene Weston
staff writer
Many may be inclined to
believe that poultry science is for
the birds. But Dr. Bruce Glick,
through his research, provides
living proof that the field is a
lucrative and helpful one.
In 1956, Bruce Glick and some
other graduate students at
Mississippi State University
discovered the B-cell in the
chicken. The B-cell is the cell
responsible for antibody production in chickens. An important
application of Glick's research is
that the B-cell is also the antibody producer in humans.
The B-cell originates in the bursae of the chicken. Glick was
studying the function of the bursa when he discovered the B-cell.
"The identification of the B-cell
in vertebrate biology served as a
pivotal role in modern immunology," he said.
Glick said that his research of
the bursa is an excellent example
of land-grant schools letting
graduate students research projects with seemingly little sig-

nificance, and getting highly significant results.
The significance of the B-cell is
evident in its protective role for
humans. Glick said that some infants have no B-cells. "These
children cannot make antibodies," he said. Without antibodies, humans would not be protected against bacteria.
Poultry production in South
Carolina leads that of all other
agriculturally produced animals
in the state. Glick hopes this will
encourage more incoming freshmen to consider majoring in
poultry science. The poultry industry is growing so fast that
"there's a possibility of some $25
million of investments going into
building poultry houses," Glick
said.
Glick looks forward to a promising future for the poultry
science department and the poultry industry in South Carolina.
"It's a very well trained group of
young people," Glick said of the
poultry science staff and faculty.
But more outside support, and
state money would improve the
department, he said.

Do you like to write?
If so, join
"The Tiger"
staff today!
Attention: Half of first month's rent free!
3-BR Apartments for Rent
May or August leases available
$350 per month
Goldenwoods Sub.
Refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up, carpet, air conditioner
Convenient to campus
Summer Rates: $250 per month

Call today! 6544880 or 654-4116

Head Hunters

Russell Roman/staff photographer

Bruce Glick
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Downtown Clemson
109A College Ave.

654-1094
Mon. & Thurs. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tues., Wed., & Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

— HMRSTVLISTS ~"

LINDA BOREN
(FORMERLY OF HAIR AFFAIR)
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HAS JOINED OUR STAFF
ALSO

HAIRCUT SPECIAL

BRING IN THIS AD FOR
$2 OFF ALL HAIRCUT PRICES
GOOD BETWEEN 10 A.M.-2 P.M.

VICTORIA SQ.

654-2599

(IN BREEZEWAY)
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M

Clemson University Founder's Day Ceremony
SUNDAY, APRIL 5, at 5 p.m.
St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Pendleton
"Authentic service representing the life and times
of Thomas Green Clemson"
All welcome
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Entertainment
Band provides 'Rough Mix' of entertainment
by Sonia Morrow
entertainment editor
Did you ever wonder where a band gets
its name? Well, if you've ever seen Rough
Mix, you don't have to wonder very long.
"Actually, we got our name from lack of
i lead singer. Phil came along and acted
as a bouncer and bartender and started
singing with us," said Paul Garrison, bass
guitarist for the band.
"We're a rough mix of people—socially
and musically," Garrison said.
Rough Mix is a five-man band of students who have established themselves in
the University's music scene. However,
the band feels that the music scene is well
below what it should or could be.
"Clemson is a campus of apathy,"
Garrison said.
"There is a glimmer of hope for Clemson's music scene, though," said Sean
Gould, guitarist. "There are a lot of bands
that have sprung up since we started four
years ago. If students would support the
groups we could have a great scene to
play for."
As a group, the members feel that
University groups should support local
bands. They would also like to see the
Central Dance and Concert Committee
get more involved with promoting local
groups.
"They wouldn't let us play for the First
Friday concert because we were local,"
Gould said.

According to Mike Arnold, assistant
programs director of the University
Union, CDCC would be happy to support
local music organizations.
"The selection of bands for Edgar's and
other concerts is up to the committee,"
Arnold said. "Bands need to submit demo
tapes and let us hear what they sound
like. If the students like it then we go
from there."
The band doesn't play traditional top
40 music. In fact, the group has their own
style.
"We play a variety of music," Garrison
said. "We play blues, funk, and rap. You
could call what we play 'white soul
music.'"
"We play skunk," Gould said. "That's a
little bit of skank, funk and punk."
The group has strong reggae influences.
However, the group also uses a combination of the music of the past four
decades to round out its show. The influences of Chuck Berry, James Brown,
Jimi Hendrix, The Clash and The Rolling Stones have helped the band to formulate a unique style.
Rough Mix has been playing the college
bar and party circuit for about four years.
Although this particular group has only
been together for about a year, it is working hard to promote its ideas and own
music style.
Recently, the band has completed a
90-minute tape entitled "Let's Dogpile

the President." The tape contains 45 minutes of studio recording and 45 minutes of
live performances.
The group also intends to embark on a
tour.
"We chose the title 'Take No Prisoners'
because we want to knock 'em dead when
we hit the stage," Gould said.
Gould also said that the group is trying
to incorporate more of its own music into
performances. Currently, about one
fourth of the music is original.
Some of their own tunes are "Dead
Weight Delilah," "Girls," and "Tribute."
You may have heard these if you have
seen the group around town. The band
has performed in Quarters, Edgar's, and
all three Spring Flings.
The members all have the general feeling that performing is a unique
experience.
"It's a good feeling and there is no other
feeling like it," said Chip Efird, drummer
for the band.
"When I was younger, I wanted to be a
musician when everyone else wanted to be
doctors and firemen. If I could turn a
hobby into a career, this would be it," Jeff
Shining said. Shilling plays saxophone
and guitar.
Rough Mix takes what it does very
seriously. While many groups worry
about stage appearance, Rough Mix is
worrying about how they sound.
"We spend more time on our music than

on our hair," Garrison said. "To us, appearance comes second to music."
The band has several performances
lined up for the remainder of the semester.
Tonight, the group will play from 1 a.m.
until 4 a.m. at Spring Fling. Saturday
night they will play at a benefit performance for WSBF at Spanish Moon above
Big D's Barbecue.
A concert April 9 in conjunction with
other local bands will be performed at the
Clemson Conference Center in the mini
mall. The following night will host
another benefit show for the Special
Olympics volunteers. Their final shows of
the semester will be April 15, 16, and 17
at Quarters.
The group doesn't mind playing charity
events. In fact, they don't think anyone is
too good to play for benefits. They just
like to play their music and allow people
to have a good time.
Even though the group feels that there
is an overall apathetic attitude from the
student body, they would like to thank
the people who have supported them and
their efforts.
"Even through the rough times when
we had very little confidence in ourselves,
people supported us and gave us a light at
the end of the tunnel," Gould said. "They
always managed to give us incentive."
Members of the band are Sean Gould*
"Big Phil" as lead vocalist, Chip Efird,
Paul Garrison and Jeff Shilling.

Players
rehearse

U2 dedicates album
by Bob Ellis
associate editor
Though U2's latest effort "The
Joshua Tree" comes close to being commercialized, the album
ultimately remains true to the
band's penchant for rugged individualism.
The album's 11 cuts range
from an almost blues-type
melody to an intense combination of Bono's haunting vocals
and The Edge's neo-psychedelic
guitar playing.
Dedicated to the memory of
Greg Carroll (a U2 roadie who
died in 1986), "The Joshua Tree"
is the most diverse album the
four-man Irish band has released.
There are three dominant themes
on the album, though some songs
defy thematic classification.
The most recognizable theme
is religion. The lp's title refers
not only to the twisted trees
found in the American Southwest, but also to the Joshua who
led the Israelites in conquering
Palestine.
The biblical book of Joshua relates a message that God is true
to his promises. In "The Joshua
Tree's" first cut, Bono sings
about his own sort of promised
land, a place "Where the Streets
Have No Name." The song starts
out very low-key, but builds into
an intense effort.

album review
The album's second cut, "I
Still Haven't Found What I'm
Looking For," leaves behind the
security of the first song for an
almost hopeless pilgrimage.
But Bono does not lose faith
altogether. He sings: "I believe
in Kingdon Come/Then all the
colors will bleed into one .. ./You
"know I believe it/But I still
haven't found/What I'm looking
for."
The second major theme is
America. Three songs venture
guardedly into criticism of the
United States, but the criticism
never goes past the point of simple disenchantment. "Bullet
the Blue Sky" features the
heaviest guitar and strongest
vocals on the album.
Contrastingly, "In God's
Country'' is a mellower version of
the same disenchantment. Bono
sings "She is Liberty/And she
comes to rescue me/Hope faith,
her vanity/The greatest gift is
gold." The most interesting of
the songs that fits the American
theme is "Trip Through Your
Wires." Though the song does
criticize American involvement
abroad, its most notable feature
is Bono's charming, even disarming, harmonica solo at the beginning. The solo paces the rest of
the song.

by Matthew Turner
staff writer

The most important theme,
however, has to be loss. After all,
the album is dedicated to the loss
of Carroll. "One Tree Hill," in
particular, is a eulogy for the
band members' lost friend.
Although it never tells us why
the losses occur, "Mothers of the
Disappeared" is a testimony to
lost loved ones. Lines such as
"Night hangs like a prisoner/
Stretched over black and blue"
tend to make the song very
pessimistic.
And then, of course, there's

"With or Without You." This
song may well turn out to be
U2's biggest commercial success,
as it enjoys a great deal of
airplay. If you don't find this
song appealing, there's little
chance that you will like the
album as a whole.
"The Joshua Tree" is certainly
beyond the polemic "War."
Though "Wars" intensity is astounding, "The Joshua Tree" astounds with its subtlety, making
U2's latest effort well worth a
trip to the record store.

Nichols named performing arts director
by Sonia Morrow
entertainment editor
The University will be expanding the arts program July 1 when
the department of music merges
with the theater and speech curriculums to form the department
of performing arts.
Heading the new department
will be Richard Nichols of
Rochester, N.Y. Nichols is currently the chairman of the National Institute for the Deaf at
the Rochester Institute of Technology. The institute is unique
because it is the only one of its
kind for deaf students in the
country.
Nichols' primary background
is in the theater. He has had

experience in instructing professional as well as student actors.
Nichols prefers directing to
acting.
"I am a director—I don't pretend to be an accomplished
actor," Nichols said.
Nichols also enjoys a challenge. The three degrees he has
received have all been in double
majors. He received a bachelor of
arts degree in speech and theater
from Michigan State University
and his master of fine arts degree
in scene design and directing
from Ohio University.
Nichols also received his Ph.D.
from the University of Washington in Seattle in Asian theater
and dramatic criticism.
Nichols' teaching experience is
as widely spread as his educa-

tion. Most of his instructing has
been in the area of teaching
graduate and undergraduate acting and workshops. He has
taught at Ohio State University,
Eastern New Mexico University,
the University of Nebraska, and
at the Goodman School of Drama
in Chicago.
Nichols was appointed to his
current position while working in
Chicago.
"The school was looking for a
new chairman," Nichols said. "A
longtime friend of mine was the
dean and he called to see if I was
interested in the job. I told him
definitely not.
"The committee wasn't happy
with the applicants they were
getting. My friend called back

and I ended up taking the job."
Nichols is looking forward to
coming to Clemson.
"The weather is definitely
nicer down there," laughed
Nichols.
When Nichols arrives in July,
he plans to begin working with
the staff in preparing for the fall
semester. As of yet, he has only
sketchy plans for the arts department.
"The first thing I want to do is
sit down with the directors and
hear what they want or think
they need. I think we can work
together from there," he said.
Nichols will be replacing the
faculty level position to be vacated by retiring head of the
music department, John Butler.

The Clemson Players' final production of the year is the oftenstudied play by Eugene O'Neill,
"The Hairy Ape," directed by
Clifton Egan.
Labeled as a prime example of
American expressionism, "The
Hairy Ape" is an exploration of
the events in the life of a consummate 1920s American proletariat, Yank.
Although O'Neill became
famous for his later plays,
namely "Long Day's Journey Into Nieht" and "The Iceman
Cometh," Egan chose to direct
"The Hairy Ape," one of
O'Neill's first plays.
"The play is intensely
theatrical," Egan said. "It's not
produced very often, but I think
it deserves it."
The play reveals O'Neill's
formative years of writing. Although he set out to make this a
purely political play, as the action unfolds strong characters,
not just ideals—emerge.
Yank, as played by Graham
Frye, powers his way through life
searching for a place to belong,
while struggling with his image
as a mindless ape.
Paddy, played by Graham
Frye, powers his way through life
searching for a place to belong,
while struggling with his image
as a mindless Irish sailor who
yearns for the days of the tall
ships. Trey Reckling plays Long,
the idealistic socialist who wants
to change the world by peaceful
revolt.
Jim Dahl, Shane Eisiminger,
Dave Parfitt, Scott Robertson,
and Matt Turner are the remaining male cast members of the
production. Ginny Auer, Kelly
Davis, Judy Monar, Susie Spear
and Beth Lash complete the ensemble cast of the play.
Egan is pleased with the men
and women he is directing.
"They work well together as an
ensemble and that is important,"
Egan said.
The play will be staged in-theround in the Daniel Annex.
Performances are April 14-18 at
8 p.m. and April 16 at 3:30 p.m.
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Jazz concert scheduled for Tuesday night
by Sonia Morrow
entertainment editor
Do you ever get tired of people
constantly telling you that only
35 percent of college graduates
work in their respective majors?
After a while, that can get to be a
depressing thought unless you
happen to be one of the lucky
people like Alex de Grassi.
de Grassi has a degree in
Economics Geography, but he is
also one of the most unique
guitarists in contemporary
jazz, de Grassi has received
universally lavish praise as a
composer and performer. However, many critics have found it
difficult to categorize his music.
As a result, he has been called
everything from folk to fusion to
classical to jazz to a guitar impressionist.
"I'm an American guitarist,"
says de Grassi. "(I happen) to
believe in the validity of all types
of music."
As a child, de Grassi started
experimenting with music. By
age 13 he began appropriating
guitar lessons from a friend who
would share what he had learned ,
at his most recent session.
de Grassi discovered himself
and his music style in listening to
the Beatles, the Rolling Stones,
Bob Dylan, Mississippi John
Hurt, and B. B. King. His primary inspiration, however, came
from Leo Kottke, John Fahey
and British influences.
As with many known artists,
de Grassi has only three months
of formal training under his belt.
While he was in college at the
University of California at. Santa
Barbara, de Grassi studied under
jazz guitarist Bill Thrasher, coauthor of "The Joe Pass Guitar
Method."
Training ended when de Grassi
dropped out of school and de-

Guitarist Alex de Grassi and bassist Mark Egan will perform an evening of contemporary jazz Tuesday night in
Tillman Hall Auditorium.
cided to see what Europe had to
offer. After nearly a year, de
Grassi was destitute and had to
resort to playing two months of
eight-hour days in the London
tube. During this time, he
sharpened his skills as a public
performer. The underground gig
led to local club dates and money
to make the trip home.
When de Grassi returned to the
Bay Area, he found work as a carpenter and as an electric and lead
guitarist in a garage band. He
also gave up writing lyrics
because the words made him feel
"self-conscious" and returned to

school at the University of
California at Berkley.
While still a student, de Grassi
ran across a long-lost cousin, Will
Ackerman, who was also a solo
guitarist. Coincidentally,
Ackerman was also in the process of founding the independent
record company, Windham Hill.
In 1978, de Grassi recorded a
few of his compositions and the
result was "Turning: Turning
Back." Later, he recorded two
more solo guitar albums, "Slow
Circle"
and
"Southern
Exposure." He also recorded one
group effort, "Clockwork" dur-

ing the next five years and they,
along with his concert tours,
established him as a popular, innovative and eclectic artist.
After about a year of cutting
back and performing only occasionally, de Grassi returned to
the studios to record his debut
RCA-Novus album, "Altiplano."
"Altiplano" is "an attempt to bring together different flavors of
music from around the world and
process them through my own
writing and sensibilities," says
de Grassi.
"Altiplano" contains an array
of musical flavors from a jazz

SUMMER'
We wrote the book on
Summer School '87! Our first
chapter is pre-registration,
held at the same time as fall
pre-registration — April 6-10.
Chapter two is course
schedules; they're in the fall
and. spring pre-registration
booklets and in the summer
catalog, all in Room 104,
Sikes Hall.
Chapter three is sun and
fun at the lake and mountains.
CU this summer!

waltz to an American-style, popfusion vamp out. Two of the
pieces, "McCormickl" a solo, and
"MTV," an ensemble piece, are
reflections of de Grassi's earlier
work. "Digital Interlude," however, is decided to the phenomena of wristwatch alarms
that are constantly being heard,
de Grassi will be in concert
Tuesday, April 7. at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Hall Auditorium. Joining him will be Mark Egan, a Hip
Pocket Records recording artist.
Admission for the concert is $5
for students and senior citizens
and $8 for the general public.
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Buffett possible
Homecoming act
by Bob Ellis
associate editor
The University may be "wasting away in Margaritaville" next
Homecoming as Jimmy Buffett
highlights the stage in Littlejohn
Coliseum.
"There is an 80 percent chance
at this point that Jimmy Buffett
will be our Homecoming act,"
said Ron Lafitte, University
Union assistant director. "The
promoter feels good about it, and
we feel good about it."
Buffett and his management
have to agree to a fall tour before
the date is confirmed, Lafitte
said.
"We think a musical act might

regional notes

have more appeal than a comedian," he said. "Buffett is the
name brought up to us by our
promoter. He's been around for a
while and young alumni and
students know who he is."
Lafitte's one concern is that
Buffett may not be popular with
some of the older alumni.
"I think a larger percentage of
the alumni who come back for the
Homecoming show are in the 25
to 35 age group who have listened
to Buffett," said Mike Arnold,
Union assistant program director.
Buffett previously performed
at the University during the
1982-83 school year.
Lafitte said the date would not
be confirmed until July
August.

Open Air Festival
Y-Theater
'The Chronicle' and the University Union will
"Stand By Me" will be shown in the Y-Theater
tonight and tomorrow night at 7 and 9:15. Ad- co-sponsor an open air festival from noon until
midnight April 4 in the Amphitheater. The conmission is $1.50.
cert will feature music, poetry and such. Admission is free.
Spring Reggae Fest
The Meditations will perform a free concert
Performing Artist Series
April 10 from 8:30 p.m. until midnight in the AmGuitarist Alex de Grassi and bassist Mark
phitheater.
Egan will be in concert April 7 in Tillman Hall
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is $5 for students
and senior citizens and $8 for the public.
Underground Concert Series
The Underground Clothing Store will present
Quadal Canal Diary and Rough Mix in concert
April 9 and Corrosion of Conformity, Next
Edgar's
Generation, Porn Orchard and The Lubricators
Rock and roll band David and the Outsiders
April 10. Both concerts will be held in the Clemson Conference Center next to Los Hermanos in will perform in Edgar's tonight and tomorrow
the mini mall. Call WSBF or come by the night. For more information, contact the Union
Information Desk.
Underground for more information.

Fourth Annual

AUGUSTA INVITATIONAL ROWING REGATTA
(Tickets Half-Price with Your College I. D.)
featuring

*Over 20 Top College Rowing Teams*
Including Defending National Champion Wisconsin, the World-Famous
Oxford Blues from Oxford, England, Princeton University, the University
of Notre Dame, and a little closer to home, Georgia Tech, Duke
University, the Citadel Crew, and the University of North Carolina.

Saturday, April 4th
Augusta Riverfront Marina
Downtown Augusta, Georgia
Tickets Available at the Gate, 5.00
Cheer on Your FavoriteTeam, and Enjoy ...
*Great Music* *Great Fun* *GreatFood*
"Friends" with
Top 40 & Beach

£13

p|

us Plenty of
Ice Cold Coors

To Start Masters Week Off Right!

Gates Open at 9:00 a.m.
(Bring Your Lounge Chairs; No Coolers Allowed)
TICKET AGENT and a BENEFICIARY: AUGUSTA ROWING CLUB, INC.
Ticket Information & Special Hotel-Motel Weekend Rates
Write the Augusta-Richmond County Convention & Visitors Bureau
P.O. Box 657, Augusta, GA., 30901 or call 404-821-1300
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TRAILING THE TIGER

Tommy Hood
Sports Editor

Oscars still
no match for
NCAA final
You really have to feel sorry for those
people who force themselves to watch
the Academy Awards. The disappointment that they go through when the
best movies are not recognized must be
incredible.

9th inning rally downs Dawgs
by Scott Broaddus
staff writer
Wednesday night at Tiger Field was
designated Appreciation Day by the
Clemson Athletic Department, featuring
the classic ail-American combination:
baseball, hot dogs and apple pie.
As an enthusiastic crowd of 1,500 enjoyed free hot dogs and apple pie, the
Tiger baseball team displayed its appreciation by roasting the Dawgs from
Georgia with a thrilling, come-frombehind victory in the last inning over the
Bulldogs. Bill Steele's pinch-hit single in

the bottom of the ninth inning scored the
final run for Clemson, as they won 3-2,
and broke up a pitchers' duel between
Brian Barnes and Derek Lilliquist that
Coach Bill Wilhelm called "one of the bestpitched games I've seen."
Lilliquist cruised into the ninth with a
2-1 lead, having retired the last 16 Tigers
he had faced. "He had excellent control;
he didn't walk anybody and he struck out
12 batters. He had excellent command of
the game out there," said Wilhelm. "You
ought to hear a lot about him in the
future, but at least we won't have to face
him tomorrow."

Every year it's the same old thing as
the truly great movies of our time like
"Caddyshack" are overlooked in favor
of movies that make you wonder why
you spent $4.50 to see it.
It was another frustrating night on
Monday when "Back to School," "Ferris
Bueller" and "Hoosiers" were somehow
all overlooked as nominees for pictureof-the-year.
I had really had enough of the entire
Academy Award process so I decided it
was in my best interest not to watch the
ceremony on Monday night.
I had decided to forget about the sport
of basketball for a while after the Tigers'
not-so-graceful exit from the tournament a few weeks ago in Atlanta. However, when I saw that Bobby Knight had
made it to the final game I thought it
might be fun to see how far he could
throw a chair in the Superdome. What I
saw on Monday night was drama that
not even the producers of the movie
"Hoosiers" could match.
The script could not have been laid out
any better by the best screenwriter. In
one corner, Jim Boeheim and his Syracuse orangemen, the unlikly finalists
who had eliminated the dreaded Tar
Heels of North Carolina. In the other
corner, Bobby Knight and his antics
that he has become known for.
But Knight's tirades would have to
take a backseat to the action on the floor
on this night. As a drama unfolded in
the Superdome that no movie nominated
for an Academy Award could come close
to.
Since the domination of UCLA in the
NCAA tournament from the mid-sixties
to the mid-seventies, the finals have
never ceased to produce thrillers. From
the Magic Johnson-Larry Bird showdown in 1978 to Lorenzo Charles' slam
against Houston in 1983 to Michael
Jordan's shot against Georgetown in
1984, the NCAA finals have been a game
like no other in college sports.
And anyone who had enough sense to
turn the dial from the Academy Awards
on Monday could see that this year's
final would be no different when Steve
Alford buried a three-pointer to put the
Hoosiers up by one at the half. Alford
nearly reached the locker room door
before the ball hit the bottom of the net.
However, it would be the unlikely hero
Keith Smart who would put this game
into the book as one of the all-time
greats. Smart made his coach look quite
intelligent for recruiting him when he
buried the game-winner to give Indiana
the 74-73 win. Knight had gone against
one of his old traditions by recruiting
Smart out of junior college last year.
In the end there were no losers, only
two teams that had given it all they had
in front of a basketball-loving crowd
that got every bit of their money's worth
in watching the game.
Maybe next year the Academy Awards
will switch their broadcast to the week
following the NCAA championship. It
will surely be a performance worthy of a
nomination.

r\un
DiruMntjiu/stMiior staff
siari photographer
pnoiograpner
Ken Birchfield/senior

Shortstop Bill Spiers completes a double play on Wednesday night
against Georgia. His hit in the ninth brought in the tying run for the Tigers.

Lilliquist's domination over the Clemson bats quickly reversed on him when
Bert Heffernan led off the ninth with a
long double to the gap in left-center field.
Bill Spiers then smashed a line drive to
deep left field which was misjudged by
Scott Bohlke, going over his head for a
double, and bringing Heffernan home
with the game-tying double.
Spiers went to third on a Steve Baucom
grounder to the shortstop, and then
Lilliqujst intentionally walked Jerry
Brooks and Chuck Baldwin to load the
bases.
With right-handed hitter Burke Fairey
coming up, Georgia coach Steve Webber
brought right-hander Cris Carpenter in
from the bullpen Coach Wilhelm countered
by calling for the left-handed batter Bill
Steele. "He was my best bet. I hated to
use my top designated hitter, but I figured
we'd still be okay for extra innings," said
Wilhelm.
With the infield drawn in, Steele slashed
a single past the shortstop to score Spiers
with the winning run. "I was just trying
to get the bat on the ball, trying to knock
it somewhere. Fortunately, it got past the
shortstop and got the run over," said
Steele of his game-winning hit.
"He looked pretty cool out there," added
Wilhelm about Steele. "He's been
performing well for us in the clutch
lately."
The last inning Tiger heroics at the
plate may have taken some much-due
recognition from pitcher Brian Barnes,
who pitched a complete game, giving up
only five hits and striking out a careerhigh 15 batters, improving his record to
6-0.
Wilhelm was equally impressed with his
own starting pitcher. "Brian is the hottest pitcher we've got right now. He's
pitched four superb ballgames in a row, so
he's got to be at the top of our rotation

see Baseball, page 29

Davis named Lady Tiger head coach
by Tommy Trammell
staff writer
Jim Davis became only the third head
coach of Clemson's women's basketball
program in its 12-year history as he was
named Wednesday to succeed retiring
Clemson mentor Annie Tribble.
Davis, a native of Englewood, Tenn.,
comes to the Lady Tigers following a brief
stint at Middle Tennessee State, where he
led the Blue Raiders to a 19-8 record in
his first year as head coach. The previous
year Davis spent as an assistant coach
with the Florida Lady Gator basketball
program.
Annie Tribble, who announced her retirement Jan. 22, notched 200 career wins in
her 11-year tenure in becoming the Lady
Tigers' all-time winningest head coach
since the sport was introduced in
1975-76. Tribble had taken over for Mary
King, who coached Clemson's first
women's basketball team in 1975-76.
Davis told a group of reporters and current team members that gathered
Wednesday to meet him that he welcomed
the challenge his new position offered.
"I welcome the opportunity Dwight
Rainey and Bobby Robinson have given
me to come in here and work within a
great athletic program such as the one
you have here," Davis said. "This is a
winning program."
Prior to the two one-year positions at
Florida and at MTSU, Davis spent six
successful seasons as head coach at
Roane State Community College in Harriman, Tenn., where he garnered the 1984
National Junior College Coach-of-theYear award. That year saw Davis' team
run up a 27-2 record and capture the
NJCAA Championship title.
While the move to Clemson has Davis
excited, the program's current position
doesn't quite sit so well with the newly
named coach.
"You can sum up the situation here
with one word," Davis said, "and that is
'potential.' I don't like the word potential,
for it means you haven't arrived yet. We
feel with time, we will be there."
In addition to his coaching duties at

file photo

Former head coach Annie Tribble said farewell to Littlejohn on Feb. 18
when the men faced Wake Forest. Her successor, Jim Davis, was named on
Wednesday by athletic director Bobby Robinson (far right) and associate
AD Dwight Rainey (far left).
Roane State, Davis also served as chairman of the Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation Department at the school
and was chairman of the TJCAA
SVomen's Basketball Committee. He was
NJCAA regional director for TennesseeKentucky in both 1984 and 1985.
Before taking a position at Roane State,
Davis coached two years at Englewood
(Tenn.) Junior High School and divided 10
more seasons among three Tennessee
high schools. During that stretch he compiled a 197-93 record in the high school
ranks, good for a .679 winning percentage.
First in his mind upon taking the Clem-

son position will be recruitment, namely
the signing ol quality athletes in search of
an education.
"We're looking to recruit women who
will graduate," Davis said. "Other than
playing overseas, there just isn't any professional career waiting for them after
their eligibility is used up. Therefore we
will be looking for women who can play
basketball and earn a diploma."
A graduate of Tennessee Wesleyan in
1970 with a B.S. degree in health and
physical education, Davis went on to
receive his master's degree in supervision
and administration from Tennessee Tech
in 1975.
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FBI investigating football agent
Athletic director Bobby Robinson said that he has met with
both athletes and is satisfied
that they were not in violation of
any NCAA rules. If a player
signs a contract with an agent
before his eligibility has expired,
the school may be punished by
its respective conference and
may be forced to forfeit any
games in which the player took
part.

from staff reports
Norby Walters, who allegedly
signed tailback Terrence Flagler
to a professional contract before
the football season was over, is
being investigated by the FBI on
reports that hp used threats of
violence to sign other college
players, according to a story in
"The Greenville News" last
Saturday.
Walters is suing Flagler along
with four other players who signed
contracts with him while they
were still in school. Walters
claims the players broke their
contracts with him and is asking
for $500,000 in damages from
each.
An "Atlanta Constitution"
story earlier in March had connected Kenny Flowers with
Walters, but Flowers' current
agent said that the matter between Walters and Flowers has
been cleared up. Flowers and

Clemson Choral Ensembles
Perform!

Terrence Flagler
Flagler have refused to comment
on the matter, but Flagler's
agent told 'The Atlanta Constitution" last week that Flagler
had signed a contract with
Walters before last season, but
that it was post-dated.

C.U. After Six Singers (Jazz and Pop)
April 9*8 p.m. • Tillman Auditorium

Clemson University Chorus
April 16 • 8 p.m. • Tillman Auditorium
FREE Admission

According to a report in 'The
New York Times," the FBI recorded calls where physical
threats were made by one of
Walters' agents, Lloyd Bloom,
toward SMU wide receiver
Ronald Mooris. The National
Players Association is investigating a report that Walters
threatened to break two college
seniors' legs for firing him.
Flagler said that he warned
other athletes, including basketball player Horace Grant, to stay
away from Walters.

AUDITIONS for Choral Groups
and Accompanists!
C.U. After Six Singers • Madrigal Singers
April 14, 7 p.m., Daniel Hall 217

Howard Hunter Scholarship ($1,000)
for University Chorus accompanist
April 14, 6 p.m., Daniel Hall 217

Accompanist for C.U. After Six Singers
For more info, contact Mark Jessie
(3453, 3043, or 654-4787)

13th-ranked golf team finishes
fourth in iron Duke Classic
by Nelson Berry
staff writer
The Tiger golf team continued
its fine play by finishing in a tie
for fourth at the Iron Duke
Classic last weekend in Durham,
N.C. The Tigers already winners
of two tournaments this spring,
shot a three-round total of 892,
twenty-eight strokes over par.
The Tigers, ranked 13th in the
nation, managed to share fourth
place in the tournament with topranked Wake Forest. Georgia
Tech captured the event, which
featured a 24-team field. North
Carolina finished second, while
NC State placed third. UNC's
Greg Parker was the individual
medalist while Georgia Tech's
Jay Nichols and Nacho Gevas
finished tied for second.
Jason Griffith led the team
with a 224 total, eight over par
for the three rounds. Other
scores included Kevin Johnson
(225), Oswald Drawdy (225),
Brad Clark (226), and Bo Beard
(237).
The Tigers are averaging 71.75
strokes per round, a quarter

stroke under par. Besides winning the Palmetto Classic and
the Gamecock Invitational, they
have also earned a 2nd place and
a 5th place finish in their other
tournaments.
The team's individual statistics are equally impressive.
Johnson has matched or bettered
par in 10 of his first 13 rounds.
His 70.85 average leads the
team. Griffith has a 71.69
average while freshman Chris
Patton has a 72.30 average.
If Johnson and Griffith maintain their current stroke
averages, they will both eclipse
the all-time single season scoring
average at Clemson. Dillard
Pruitt, who had a 71.94 average
in 1981, holds the current record.
Johnson, described by • Head
Coach Larry Penley describes as
"one of the best collegiate golfers
in the country," maintains the
success of the team has contributed to his own personal success.
"My whole game has improved," Johnson said. "I've
worked much harder this year.
The whole team is playing well,

and it takes the pressure off
knowing they are going to play
well."
Drawdy isn't awed by the
team's success, but rather feels
the team is just playing as it
should.
"We aren't doing anything
special. "We are just playing to
our potential. The competition
among the team helps. We still
all pull for each other, but I know
it has made me a better player.
We can also learn from each
other. We're all excited about
having a good team," he said.
The Tigers travel to Greenville
to participate in the Furman In
vitational this weekend. Johnsor
said this will prepare the teair
for the ACC tournament, whicr
will be held in two weeks.
Drawdy feels they can improv<
on their performance at the Iror
Duke Classic.
"We really weren't pleasec
with our performance. It was th<
first time we faced (Georgia
Tech, and it would have been nici
to beat them. Hopefully, we cai
learn from our mistakes and no
let it bother us," he said.'
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Johnson, Lancaster battle for steaks in spring game
by Tommy Hood
sports editor

*rf

Even the best duos break up every now
and then. Fuller and Butler, Buddy Ryan
and William Perry and Steve Carlton and
Tug McGraw were all combinations that
had to give it up just when things were
going good.
Well, on Saturday one of the best fullback duos in the Atlantic Coast Conference will meet on opposite sides when
Tracy Johnson and Chris Lancaster go
against each other in Death Valley. The
foundation of the Tiger running game will
be no more come tomorrow afternoon.
However, this pair should not stay
apart very long, to the relief of Tiger fans,
after they settle their differences in the
annual Orange-White spring scrimmage.
But when it comes down to steak for the
winners or pork and beans for the losers,
you can bet they will give it their all for 60
minutes tomorrow.
"We don't talk about the game much
until the week before it, but when the
teams are picked, the words start to fly,"
Johnson said.
Neither player wants to go out a loser at
the end of this year's spring practice.
"Spring practice is really rough," Lancaster said. "There is a lot of hitting and
injuries in spring practice and you want
to get something out of it, so a win would
be very nice."
Johnson and Lancaster have provided
the Tigers with one of the most reliable
fullback combinations in the nation for
the past two seasons. They have been like
an extra offensive lineman in many situations for the Tigers during their careers.
However, with the lack of a returning
tailback, their roles on the team could
change significantly. "This season, with
Chris and me being the upperclassmen in
the backfield, the coaches are wanting us
to play more of a leadership role,"
Johnson said. "If they can't carry the
load in the backfield, they want us to be
able to do more than we usually do."
Lancaster sees the extra work as an opportunity to meet head coach Danny Ford's
goal of four yards per carry from his
fullbacks this season. "I think that I
averaged only about 3.1 yards a carry last

'We don't really have a
tough schedule, so if we

i

*

put our minds to it, with
the talent we have, we can
be 11-0."
Tracy Johnson
year so I need at least four yards a carry
this year and if they run us more I feel
confident I can get it," Lancaster said.
Lancaster has been the starter for the
past season and a half but went through
one stretch in his freshman season where
he was in on 255 straight plays without
touching the ball. He had only eight carries that year.
His carries were more frequent last
season as he rushed for 322 yards as the
starter, but Lancaster said that it really
doesn't matter to him who gets the starting nod.
"It doesn't make a big difference to me
as long as whoever is in there does the
job," Lancaster said. "As long as they
hold on to that ball and keep it off the
ground it doesn't matter who's in there."
Johnson rushed for 358 yards last season and recorded 37 knock-down blocks
on the year, but says that being the
starter is no big deal to him either. "I
wouldn't mind having extra carries, but
we really carry the ball about the same
amount," Johnson said. "Whatever it
takes to win, I'll do it."
Johnson said that he believes that the
Tigers have a chance of winning many
games next season. "We have the potential of doing anything next season, if we
put our minds to it," he said. "We don't
really have a tough schedule, so if we put
our minds to it, with the talent we have,
we can be 11-0.'"

MEET ME AT THE

s.
file photo

Chris Lancaster (above) and
Tracy Johnson (right) are hoping to
lead the Tigers to another bowl
next year.

With five months left until the first
game, Johnson said that it is sometimes
hard to be enthusiastic about spring practice. "Spring practice is not my favorite
time of the year," Johnson said. "I'm not
saying that it's wasteful. It's a time when
you should learn a lot and it's also a good
time for the new guys to get ready for the
season."
Lancaster sees it as relief for him. "It's
the last day of spring practice and you're
ready to get through, but you always
want to win," he said.
You can bet that both backs will be
wanting to win as they go against each
other for the steaks or the pork and beans
in tomorrow's game.
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LOUNGE
4124 CLEMSON BLVD.
ANDERSON, SC

224-1110

HAPPY HOUR 5-7

DRAFT 50<p
WINEM.00
COCKTAILS $2.00
MONDAY-SATURDAY OPEN ALL DAY!
SANDWICHES AND OTHER SCRUMPTIOUS SPECIALTIES!
o:

COME AS YOU ARE!

i s

SPECIALS NIGHTLY

TURTLE RACES

TOPDECK

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

ENJOY

JQ_

hVri hlri
LOUNGE

AND

LADIES' NIGHT
SPECIAL DRINKS ON THE HOUSE

ON OUR OPEN DECK

PRESENT AD TO BARTENDER FOR A FREE BEER!
MUST BE 21 YEARS OLD
^i*!****^***************-.
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Club gives second chance
by Benny Ben ton
assistant sports editor
For most football players, graduating from high
school means the end of their participation in organized football. Very few have the size and ability to
continue at the varsity collegiate level, and
although there are numerous adult community and
city leagues for such sports as basketball and softball, very few exist for football.
However, for those football enthusiasts attending
Clemson who are not ready to put away the pads
and helmet, there is a viable alternative: the Clemson
uuo ioocDaii team.
"When I came out of high school, there wasn't
much to do," said Terry Byrne, a senior linebacker
and president of the organization. "I love the game,
and I really missed the action. The club provides a
great opportunity to continue playing."
The club was started several years ago by a small
group of adamant football supporters, and has since
become a larger and more active group.
"We now have 39 members on the squad," said
Donnie Allen, head coach for the team. "Most of our
players are freshmen and sophomores, along with
five juniors and two seniors. Some played in high
school, but many didn't."
Those that have been involved with the club for
several years are encouraged by the growth of the
team.
"When I first came out, we didn't even have
enough people to run drills," said Jeff Greer, a
senior PRTM major and assistant coach for the
squad. "We've had some problems getting people to

come out, but this year looks really promising."
The club has recently joined a new league, and has
a schedule of nine games, which includes two games
this spring and seven next fall. The spring schedule
consists of games in Myrtle Beach tomorrow night
at 7:30 at Coastal Carolina against the Myrtle
Beach Bandits, and next weekend at Erskine College against the Erskine club team.
The fall lineup includes games against Appalachian State, who won the league last year, and
Baptist College, a team that will be going to the
NCAA Division III level in the next year or two, as
well as matches against N.C. State, Erskine, Myrtle
Beach, and two community teams, Morganton and
Laurinburg, N.C.
Although most of the players mentioned simply
having a good time as their primary interest, they
emphasized that they also gain valuable personal
qualities from their participation.
"I take it as a leadership role," Byrne said. "It
disciplines me and helps me develop stronger leadership abilities."
"The team's a good way to get into shape, as well
as an outlet to just let yourself go and to work out
some aggression," said Greg Hollinger, a senior running back.
While the club team is concerned about winning,
having fun and developing friendships are more
important.
"Although we take it seriously, we have a lot of
fun," said Mike O'Neil, a junior cornerback. "We
just want to win some games, get some guys to
come out that like to play, and to meet new people."
Anyone interested in joining the club should contact Byrne or Allen. No experience is necessary.

Sadosky, Thrift win bicycle events
by James Hilkene
staff writer

man psychology major from
Marietta, Georgia. After one lap,
the leader was James Hilkene.
"This was my first race and so I
was happy to be up front with
Hilkene and the other leaders,"
said Sadosky.

At 9:00 Saturday morning, 36
bicyclists gathered in the fog for
the annual bicycle race sponsored by the Outdoor Recreation
Committee. The cyclists were divided into two groups—novices
The pack of eight rode closely
and experienced. The novices together until the last half-mile
raced twenty miles and the of the second lap, where Sadosky
experienced raced thirty miles. took the lead and never relinThe novices would ride the hilly quished it. Sadosky said, "I was
ten-mile J. P. Stevens loop twice, waiting for someone to break and
while the experienced would have no one did, so I did."
to ride it three times.
With a couple hundred yards
The winner of the twenty-mile left, Sadosky had a five-second
race was Paul Sadosky, a fresh- jead but only ended up winning

by a two-second margin. "As it
turned out, I broke a little early
and John Zolton almost caught
me," said Sadosky.
The winner of the thirty-mile
race was Glenn Thrift by a
margin of 26 seconds over John
Martini. Thrift was unavailable
for comment.
Of the 18 riders who began thfi
30-mile
race,
only
13
managed to cross the finish line.
Four riders were unable to finish
due to fatigue or mechanical
problems. One rider missed a
turn and ended up off course in
Seneca.

Flying high

Eric Freshwater/head photographer

Clemson University's Dixie Skydivers won first place
overall in skydiving competition this past weekend at
Oconee County Airport. The team competed in four different
categories against USC, Duke, and NC State.

Tailgate at Our Place for Orange & White '87

BASH RIPROCK'S
Start your Greek Week early at Bash Riprock's!
Call for Greek Week specials

University Square Mall
654-BASH

Delivery 7 Days a Week
ORDER TODAY!
DELIVERY
11:30 a.m.-Closing

OPEN SUNDAY
12:30-10 p.m.

Delivery until 11 p.m.

Monday—s6.00 Bar Brand Pitchers
Tuesday—s1.50 Bar Brands 8-11 p.m. & 75$ White Zinfandel
Wednesday—s1.00 Mooseheads for Moosehead Night
Thursday—Bar Brand Shooters $2 & $2.25 Draft Pitchers
Monday-Friday—Happy Hour 3-8 p.m.
Saturday—Bar Brand Pitcher—$6 All Day, All Nite
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Baseball
from page 25
now. He'll be back on the mound
Sunday against North Carolina."
Commenting on the Tigers'
second come-from-behind, lastinning victory in the past week,
Coach Wilhelm said, "It feels
good, but I'm not going to say
I'm surprised. We may lose some
ballgames like this, but right
now we're winning them."
Wilhelm still feels that there is
a good deal of luck involved in
the Tigers' recent success. "It
was another lucky game. The ball
was hit to him (Bohlke in the
ninth), but he just misjudged it.
It was definitely catchable."
However lucky they may be,
Clemson's record continues to
stand out, and after Wednesday
night's game, it stands at
26-3-1, and the Tigers are
ranked 8th in the country.
After finishing their threegame series against Auburn last

week with a 3-2 win, the Tigers hosted two games over the
weekend with Valdosta State.
The Tigers controlled that series,
winning 12-2 and 12-6.
After a one-day break, the
Tigers travelled to face UNCCharlotte. With the wind at their
backs, which is rarely the case at
Tiger Field, Clemson hit five
home runs, including three by
Steve Baucom, to bombard the
home team 25-1 in only seven
innings.
The only sour note for the
Tigers would be the leg injury to
left fielder Ray Williams. "Ray's
leg is bothering him. He just
can't run. He needs to rest it for
at least a week or so," said Coach
Wilhelm.
Otherwise the Tigers are rolling and are doing whatever it
takes to continue winning their
ballgames.

WALK TO CAMPUS
The place to be in '87 . . .

CLEMSON COURT I & II
A style of living for the
discriminating student/person
2- and 3-Bedroom Condominiums FOR RENT
All amenities you expect including:
Two (2) full baths
Completely tastefully furnished
Fully equipped kitchen
Heat pump heating and cooling
Dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Continuous cleaning oven

Eric Freshwater/rTead photographer

Second baseman Henry Threadgill (left) continued his hot play in the field and at
the plate, hitting close to .400 on the season.

CLEMSON BASEBALL
IS ON
WSBF-FM88.1

• Washer and dryer furnished
in each unit
• Fully carpeted
• Landscaped grounds
• Large storage room
• Heated swimming pool
• Central vacuum (Clemson Court I)

NOW AVAILABLE
offered by
KEOWEE TOXAWAY PROPERTIES
Highway 123
Seneca, S.C. 29678
(803) 882-1918 (normal working hours)

After 5 p.m.,
Call Buddy Letson at 882-2433

MAZZIO'S
presents

THE

$1.99 LUNCH
Order Any One of the Following...
• Mini Pizza (one topping)
• All You Can Eat Salad Bar
• Hot Ham/Cheddar Sandwich
• Submarine Sandwich

$1

• Cheese Nachos
• Small Spaghett
• Small Lasagna

QQ
For Lunch
.99
Mon.-Sat. 11:00-4:00
F0RAUMITEDT1ME0NLY

We're talkin'pjzza.,.
No Coupon
Necessary

251/253 Victoria Square
654-9243

THE GENOA CLUB
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-CLUB
Monday thru Friday—50<p Busch until 7 p.m.
Wednesday—$1 Vodka
Thursday—$1.50 Bar Brand
Friday—$6 Pitchers until 7 p.m.
Sunday—Frozen Peaches and Cream—$1
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Ladies' tennis team wins
by Eric Keller
staff writer
The Ladv Tiger tennis team
broke a three-match losing streak
as thev defeated conference foe
Duke on Saturday, and then beat
Furman on Tuesday.
The win against Duke was the
19th straight regular conference
win for the squad, which spans
over a three-year time period.
Despite the two victories, the
team fell five spots to 18th in the
latest national poll. The Lady
Tigers are now 15-11, and 5-0 in
conference play.
Duke
One of Clemson's toughest conference challenges this year
would come from the No.
22-ranked Blue Devils. The Blue
Devils have' added the famed
O'Reilly triplets. However, Clemson became the O'Reilly killers.
Saturday's home match came
down to the final doubles contest
before it was decided. Clemson's
No. 1 doubles team of Ingeliese
Driehuis and Nicole Stafford
beat a pair of the O'Reillys, Patti
and Christine, to give the lady
netters a 5-4 win.
The No. 15-ranked team of
Driehuis-Stafford beat the No.
10-ranked O'Reilly's by the
scores of 6-3 and 7-6.
The Blue Devils managed to
leave the match tied at three

following singles action.
Driehuis defeated Patti
O'Reilly 6-2, 4-6 and 6-2 at the
top spot. Christine then beat
Clemson's Allison Poole 6-0 and
6-0 at the No. 2 spot. The win
was the only one the triplets
would obtain all day as the trio
went 1-5 on the day collectively.
Other Lady Tiger singles winners included Stafford and
Laurie Stephan. The team of
Stephan and Pam Menne accounted for the other Clemson
win at the No. 2 doubles spot as
they bested Donna Preston and
Terri O'Reilly 6-1 and 6-2.
The loss drops Duke to 14-7
overall and 4-1 in the league.
Furman
Clemson weathered the cold
and the wind to beat the Lady
Paladins 7-2 at home. Furman's
lone singles win came at the top
spot as Janey Strause upset the
No. 9-ranked Driehuis. Driehuis,
who suffered a foot injury, fell by
the scores of 7-5, 3-6 and 6-2.
Stafford, Menne, Stephan,
Heidi Adam and Poole won at
the No. 2 through the No. 6 positions respectively. Poole's 6-3
and 6-3 victory over Laurie
Johnson was the first of her collegiate career.
Driehuis' injury caused a default for her ana Stafford at the
No. 1 doubles position, leaving
the final score 7-2 in Clemson's
favor.

Orange-White
football game
in

Death Valley
tomorrow
at
12 noon.
No. 1 singles player Ingeliese Driehuis suffered a
foot injury in her doubles match against Furman last
week.

Send Easter Eggs to Your Friends!

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Beach Apartments for Rent
Cater to House Parties and
Summer Working Students
O.D. Section, N. Myrtle Beach, S.C.

Gamma Sigma Sigma is helping the
Easter Bunny spread Easter cheer.
Three plastic eggs filled with goodies can be purchased
for only $1.50, April 8, 9 and 13-15. On-campus delivery
1-4 p.m. April 16.

SPECIAL WEEKEND RATES

But wait. . .
A present to you from the Easter Bunny:
If you purchase a bundle of eggs, you, the buyer, become eligible to win a
trip for two to Myrtle Beach for three days and two nights at the
Landmark Resort Hotel. Come on, spread some Easter cheer.
Questions, call 4132 or 43

the

COLUMBO'S

ffe

tiger ^1^
sports shop

Reebok
Because life is not a spectator sport?

Shore Fun Rentals
(803) 249-6903
Summer Job Information

PIZZA AND SUBS
AND SUCH

654-1103

To receive credit you must tell phone person
you are using a coupon
Not valid with other specials
Columbo's Check Policy-Checks must include following information:
Name, Address, Physical Address, Phone Number, Driver's License Number
No out-of-state checks. WE PROSECUTE ALL UNCOLLECTED CHECKS.
$10 service charge on returned checks.

WE'VE GOT REEBCftC
THE
ALSO VISIT

#fr

ATHLETIC WT
DEPARTMENT ON US. 123

110 COLLEGE • DOWNTOWN CLEMSON • 654-8134

Large
3-topping
& 2-liter Coke
or Diet Coke
(Thick crust
may be
substituted for
a topping)

FREE
16-oz. Coke
with any
Footlong
Sandwich

Two 16-oz.
Cokes FREE
with purchase
of any medium
Pizza

20"
One-topping
PARTY
PIZZA
M>V«W + tax

Only $9.S>0 u*
Expires May 15, 1987

Expires May 15, 1987

^^J^^l^J^^^^^^^^^I^^SK^ ExpinsMay 15, 1987
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Netters battle tough schedule
by David Brandes
staff writer
Tough. Webster's defines it as
"strong but pliant; that will
bend, twist, etc.... without tearing or breaking."
It is not surprising that these
are the qualities that head tennis
coach Chuck Kriese hopes to instill in his team with the help of a
killer schedule that has already
pitted the Tigers against 15 of
the top 25 teams this season.
The Tigers own an 18-11
record but are undefeated in
Atlantic Coast Conference play
with a 4-0 record. The Tigers
have been ranked as high as
number two in the ITCA national
rankings after placing second in
the ITCA National Indoor
Championships. Since then, the
Tigers have experienced a rollercoaster season that has seen the
Tigers knock off four top twenty
teams (including number two
Southern Methodist) as well as
suffer a narrow 5-4 loss at the
hands of number one-ranked
Southern California.
While the Tigers have seen the
high side of life this season, the
low spots have certainly been
visited by the talented Tigers.
While the Tigers' first nine losses
have come at the hands of top ten
teams, the Tigers have dropped
two out of the last three dual
matches this weekend at the
Blue-Gray Championships in
Mobile, Ala. The losses, to CalState Long Beach 5-4 and rival
South Carolina 5-1, represent
the Tigers' only losses to unranked teams this year (South
Carolina was ranked, but fell out
of the rankings recently). Despite
the last two losses, the Tigers are
still ranked number 11 in the
country and hope to wrap up the
ACC championship with their
last two dual ACC matches
against North Carolina and
Wake Forest this week. The
Tigers own a consecutive win
streak against ACC opponents of
35 straight victories and have
only lost one ACC dual meet
since 1978.

CHINESE RESTAURANT
HWY. 123 (Next to Thunderbird Motor)
Valid only: Mon.-Thurs., 5:00-9:30
DINNER
LUNCH
Sunday-Thursday Monday-Saturday
5:00-9:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. _
"
Friday-Saturday
| || O/
5:00-10:00 p.m.
" w /0
Expires April 23
GCA AC CM
Not valid with any other coupon D04" I OOI

y\

Come See Our Enlarged
Top 50 Section

2500 TOP

Ken Birchfield/senior staff photographer

Senior Craig Boynton is the latest of four No. 1 singles
players this year.
In addition to the Tigers' incredibly hard schedule, the
Tigers have suffered through erratic play all season making a
solid lineup difficult for Kriese
to establish. Four different
players have played the top spot
for the Tigers this year with
senior Craig Boynton being the
latest to secure the spot.
Before the Tigers travel to the
ACC tournament April 16-19,

the Tigers will meet Georgia on
April 9th. The Tigers hope to use
this match as a springboard to
the ACC championships. After
that, the Tigers will host the
Clemson Spring Classic featuring Miami, Pepperdine, Trinity,
and South Carolina. This final
tuneup could propel the Tigers
into a good showing in the
NCAA tournament May 14-26.

MOVIES

AND VCR'S FOR RENT
MOVIES 990 VCR'S $5 OVERNIGHT
Victoria Square • College Ave. 654-7844

CAMPUS COPY SHOP
306B College Avenue
654-3863
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, WE WILL REMAIN
OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. (MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY) THROUGH THE END OF TERM
TO MAKE ALL YOUR COPYING NEEDS
MORE CONVENIENT. REMEMBER,
SELF-SERVE COPIES ARE ONLY 5C.

CLEMSON'S CENTENNIAL IS COMING SOON
GET READY
TAKE

ELINOR BARON

HISTORY 100

Studios—1-, 2-, and 3Bedroom Apartments
and Townhouses
Calhoun and
Goldenwoods Areas

THE UNIVERSITY:

Studios
1-Bedroom
2-Bedroom
3-Bedroom
Townhouse . . .

$175-$195
$225-$240
$275-1300
$395-$525

654-4602
P.O. Box 1331
Clemson, South Carolina

ITS HISTORY AND VALUES
(1 CREDIT HOUR)

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS AT 6:30
THE INSTRUCTOR: J. V. REEL
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER 1975
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All-American works hard
by Patrick Turner
staff writer
"I just want to work hard, be successful, and be happy," said senior shot putter
Mike Spiritoso. If he's happy he's batting
a thousand, because he certainly works
hard and achieves.
Mike, who is from Canada, is AilAmerican at the shot put. He recently
won the shot put event at the University
of Southern California Relays, which was
his sixth first-place finish in his last
seven meets.
He also has won the Domino Relays
with a throw of 59'W, and finished second in the NCAA indoor meet. He holds
both the Clemson and Canadian record
with a put of 66' 9", and missed making
the 1984 Canadian Olympic team by 10
inches. And he is a legitimate threat to
win the NCAA championship this year.
But achieving is nothing new for Mike.
Both his parents and his home country
stress achievement, in life more so than in
athletics.
"My parents are conservative people
from Italy," said Mike. "They were raised
to work hard, get an education, and find a
good job. Athletics is not very important
to them, but they support me a great deal.
They wish me the best and help me out
any way they can.
"And in Canada, not so much emphasis
is put on athletics. It's more business-like
... get the education and find a good job,"
said Mike. "I like the American attitude
better, because I am a competitive person. It keeps me going.
"I knew if I was going to get better in
this sport I would have to come to the
United States. Plus in Canada they don't
give athletic sholarships."
The search for an American college
turned out to be an easy one for Mike.
Mike's coach, under whom he won the
Canadian Under-16 Championship, had
coached a discus thrower who was attending Clemson. Mike liked the Clemson
track program, and made the move to
Tigertown.
But the move did not separate Mike
from the work ethic he had been taught
since childhood. Mike will graduate in
May and pursue his master's degree in

player profile
industrial management while remaining
with the track team as a graduate assistant.
That work ethic also comes into play in
Mike's training. Mike does much of his
training on his own, and he is trying to
integrate good technique into a sport of
brute strength.
"Once an athlete reaches a certain level,
it's really tough to find a good coach,"
said Mike. "Everything gets very technical. It's no longer just the basics, because you try to analyze everything. You
need a specialty coach, and that is hard to
find."
Mike's training has become a two-part
operation, half of which takes place in
Clemson and half in Canada.
"I do my base work down here," said
Mike, "which is good because now it's
cold and hard to throw in Canada. I also
have training partners here to push me,
which I don't have in Canada. I go back
home to work on my technique with my
coach, Mike Mercer."
Mercer is a former Canadian national
team coach whose advice is important to
Mike. His advice is so important that at
times Mike cannot wait to go back to
Canada to train under him, so Mike does
what many athletes are doing these days.
He makes a video.
"During the year we send videotapes to
my coach at home, and he will analyze
them and call me back," said Mike. "I
also watch other world-class throwers on
film and study their technique. Then I try
to put that into my form."
Once he gets his form down, Mike takes
it to the field to compete on both an individual basis and with the Clemson track
team.
"Sometimes there are no major team
meets," said Mike, "and I compete individually as I did in the USC Relays. But
this weekend we have a three-way meet
against Georgia and Georgia Tech which I
will compete in, since it will be a contribution to the team."
When Mike is on the field, it's all
business. But when he is off the field, he
tries not to think about his sport.
"I try to get better every day tehni-

Russell Roman/staff photographer

Mike Spiritoso
cally, since that is my biggest downfall,"
said Mike. "I don't have really good technique, but I compensate with speed and
strength in the throw.
"But when I'm getting ready for a meet
I try to relax and not even think about the
meet until I am competing. If you start
thinking about it, you start making a lot of
mistakes technically and mentally. You
start worrying about things you shouldn't
worry about."
Putting the shot has brought Mike a
great deal of satisfaction and rewards, but
it does take its toll. Like a baseball
pitcher, his arm is vulnerable to ten-

dinitis, and muscle tears resulting from
weightlifting are common. And he has to
give up the free time that most people
take for granted.
"Basically I'm always training, and
now that I'm in school that takes up a lot
of time. I also travel a lot to and from
meets. In the summer I stop throwing, relax, and work. Sometimes I see some of
the students here and say 'They're fortunate to have some free time.'
"But hey, I chose to do what I'm
doing."
And he will continue to do it, possibly
into the Olympics and the record books.
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FROMSUBWAY
GETA COOL DEAL
OXA HOTMEAL
01,
SOFT

FBEE22

DRINK

iSUBGKrW*
Sandwiches & Salads

Enjoy the Fresh Alternative
and get a Cool Deal.

654-1432 • 101 College Ave.
Open Late 7 Days
•With purchase of any Hot sandwich at regular price.
At participating stores only. Offer expires
4-9-87

